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IN THE COURT OF CLAIMS OF 
THE UNITED STATES. 

No. H-37. 

CHOCTAW AND CHICKASAW NATIONS, 

Plaintiffs, 

VS. 

THE UNITED STATES, 

Defendant. 

PLAINTIFF'S REQUEST FOR FINDINGS 
OF FACT AND BRIEF. 

Request for Findings of Fact, 

The plaintiffs, Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations 
of Indians, upon the record filed in this cause 
respectfully request findings of fact as follows: 

Finding I. 

That the Court of Claims has jurisdiction of 
this case by virtue of an act of Congress approved 
May 24, 1924 (44 Stat, at Large, 149), and later 
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modified by a joint resolution (44 Stat. 568), per-
mitting plaintiff to bring separate snits on one or 
more causes of action, as follows: 

"Be it enacted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives of the United States of America 
in Congress assembled, that jurisdiction be, and 
is hereby, conferred upon the Court of Claims, 
notwitnstanding the lapse of time or statute of 
limitation, to hear, examine and adjudicate and 
render judgment in any and all legal and 
equitable claims arising under or growing out 
of any treaty or agreeemnt between the United 
States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw 
Nations or Tribes, or either of them, or 
arising or growing out of any Act of Con-
gress in relation to Indian affairs which the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations or Tribes may 
have against the United States, which claims 
have not heretofore been determined or adjudi-
cated on their merits by the Court of Claims 
or the Supreme Court of the United States.'' 

FINDING I I . 

This action was begun by filing a petition in 
this Court on February 2, 1927, to which defendant 
answered by filing a general traverse. 

FINDING I I I . 

Under the treaty between the United States 
and the Choctaw Tribe of Indians, dated September 
27, 1830 (7 Stat. 333), and approved February 24, 
1831, it was agreed that the Choctaw Tribe would in 
exchange for certain lands then owned and occupied 
by them in the State of Mississippi, remove to a 
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country west of the Mississippi River, describing 
same in Article Two (2 of said treaty), which was 
to be owned by the Choctaws in fee simple. 

FINDING I V . 

In Article 14 of said Treaty of 1830 it was 
provided as follows: 

''Each Choctaw head of a family being 
desirous to remain and become a citizen of 
the States, shall be permitted to do so, by 
signifying his intention to the Agent within 
six months from the ratification of the Treaty, 
and he or she shall thereupon be entitled to a 
reservation of one section of six hundred and 
forty acres of land, to be bounded by sectional 
lines of survey; in like manner shall be entitled 
to one-half that quantity for each unmarried 
child which is living with him over ten years 
of age; and a quarter section to such child as 
may be under ten years of age, to adjoin the 
location of the parent. If they reside upon 
said lands intending to become citizens of the 
States for five years after the ratification of 
this Treaty, in that case a grant in fee simple 
shall issue; said reservation shall include the 
present improvement of the head of the family, 
or a portion of it. Persons who claim under 
this article shall not lose the privilege of a 
Choctaw citizen, but if they ever remove are 
not to be entitled to any portion of the Choc-
taw annuity." 

No treaty was thereafter made by the United 
States with those who elected to abandon their 
tribe and remain in the State of Mississippi and 
become citizens thereof. 
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FINDING V . 

By a treaty between the United States and the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribes, dated January 17, 
1837 (11 Stat. 573), (approved March 24, 1837), 
it was provided in Article One that the Chickasaw 
Tribe for a valuable consideration was permitted 
to acquire an interest in the lands conveyed to the 
Choetaws by the United States in accordance with 
the Treaty of 1830, to be held in common by both 
tribes; the Chickasaw people to be entitled to all 
the rights and privileges of Choetaws, etc. 

FINDING V I . 

By a treaty 'with the United States, dated 
June 22, 1855 (11 Stat. 611), ratified February 21, 
1856, the Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribes in Article 
One. The lands held in common by them was 
again described and further provided that, "no 
part thereof shall ever be sold without the con-
sent of both tribes". Article Five provided, "that 
members of either the Choctaw or Chickasaw 
Tribes shall have the right freely to settle within 
the jurisdiction of the other and shall thereupon 
be entitled to all the rights, privileges and immun-
ities of citizens thereof and no member of either 
tribe shall be entitled to participate in the funds 
belonging to the other." 

FINDING V I I . 

That Congress on June 28, 1898, amended and 
ratified an agreement made between the United 
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States and the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes (30 
Stat. 495), on the 23rd day of April, 1897—which 
provided that all land within the Indian Territory 
belonging to the Choctaw and Chickasaw Indians 
shall be allotted to the members of said tribes so 
as to give each member of those tribes so far as 
possible a fair and equal share thereof, etc. That 
all money paid into the United States Treasury for 
the sale of all town lots shall be for the benefit of 
the members of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribes 
(freedmen excepted), and at the end of each year 
thereafter, the funds so accumulated shall be 
divided and paid to the Choctaws and Chickasaws 
(freedmen excepted), each member of the two 
tribes to receive an equal portion thereof. It is 
iagreed that all the coal and asphalt within the 
limits of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nation shall 
remain and be the common property of the mem-
bers of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribes (freed-
men excepted). That all per capita payments here-
after made to the members of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Nations shall be paid directly to each 
individual member, etc. 

FINDING VIII. 

By act of Congress May 31, 1900 (31 Stat. 
170-1), it was provided that any Mississippi Choc-
taw only, identified as such by the United States 
Commissioner to the Five Civilized Tribes shall 
have the right at anytime prior to the approval of 
the final rolls of the Choctaws and Chiikasaws by 
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the Secretary of Interior to make settlement within 
the Choctaw-Chickasaw Country and on proof of 
the fact of bona fide settlement may be enrolled 
by the United States Commission and by the Secre-
tary of Interior as Choetaws entitled to allotment. 

FINDING I X . 

That by act of Congress of July 1st, 1902 (32 
Stat. 641), there was ratified an agreement made 
between the United States and the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Tribes of Indians on the 21st day of 
March, 1902, which provided; first, definition of 
terms used therein. Sec. 3. The words, member 
or members and citizen or citizens of the Choctaw 
or Chickasaw tribe of Indians in the Indian Terri-
tory, not including freedmen. Article 35—No per-
son whose name does not appear upon the rolls 
prepared as herein provided shall be entitled 
to in any manner participate in the distribution 
of the common property of the Choctaw and Chick-
asaw Tribes, and those whose names appear there-
on shall participate in the manner set forth in this 
agreement. 

FINDING X . 

Section 41. Styled Mississippi Choetaws. It 
is provided: 

"All persons duiy identified by the Com-
mission to the Five Civilized Tribes under the 
provisions of Section 21 of the act of Congress 
approved June 28, 1898 (30 Stats. 495), as 
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Mississippi Choctaws entitled to benefits under 
Article 14 of the treaty between the United 
States and the Choctaw Nation concluded 
September 27, 1830, may, at any time within 
six months after the date of their identification 
as Mississippi Choctaws by the said Com-
mission, make bona fide settlement within the 
Choctaw-Chickasaw Country, and upon proof of 
such settlement to such Commission with-
in one year after the date of their 
said identification as Mississippi Choctaws 
shall be enrolled by such Commission as 
Mississippi Choctaws entitled to allotment as 
herein provided for citizens of the tribes, sub-
ject to the special provisions herein provided 
as to Mississippi Choctaws, and said enroll-
ment shall be final when approved by the 
Secretary of the Interior. The application of 
no nerson for identification as a Mississippi 
Choctaw shall be received by said Commission 
after six months subsequent to the date of the 
final ratification of this agreement and in the 
disposition of such applications all full-blood 
Mississippi Choctaw Indians and the descend-
ants of any Mississippi Choctaw Indians 
whether of full or mixed blood who received 
a patent to land under the said fourteenth 
article of said treaty of eighteen hundred and 
thirty who had not moved to and made bona 
fide settlement in the Choctaw-Chickasaw 
country prior to June twenty-eighth, eighteen 
hundred and ninety-eight, shall be deemed to 
be Mississippi Choctaws, entitled to benefits 
under article fourteen of the said treaty of 
September twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred 
and thirty, and to identification as such by said 
Commission, but this direction or provision 
shall be deemed to be only a rule of evidence 
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and shall not be invoked by or operate to the 
advantage of any applicant who is not a 
Mississippi Choctaw of the full blood, or who 
is not the descendant of a Mississippi Choc-
taw who received a patent to land under said 
treaty, or who is otherwise barred from the 
right of citizenship in the Choctaw Nation, 
all of said Mississippi Choetaws so enrolled 
by said Commission shall be upon a separate 
roll." 

FINDING X I . 

That under the facts shown, an enrolled 
Mississippi Choctaw is not entitled to any share 
in the common property of the Choctaw tribe, 
other than an allotment of land. 

FINDING X I I . 

That the first per capita payment made after 
the Agreement of 1902, supra, was on April 28, 
1904, at which time Mississippi Choetaws were 
paid $40.00 each, and there were one thousand six 
hundred and forty-three of them, aggregating 
$65,720.00. This payment, and those which fol-
lowed, was made out of accumulated funds, which 
were held in trust by the United States for the 
Choetaws. Their names having been added to the 
rolls increased the number of Choetaws, and there-
by decreased the amount per capita of 
the Choetaws. This fund was acquired, also, 
from the sale of town lots and coal royalties, 
long before the Mississippi Choetaws had acquired 
the right to a patent to the lands, and some of the 
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fund was on hand before they came to Indian 
Territory or were enrolled. No part of which 
belonged to Mississippi Choctaws. 

FINDING X I I I . 

That the next per capita payments were made 
as follows: 

Act 
April 28, 1904 (33 Stat. L. 571) 
April 28, 1904 (33 Stat. L. 571) 
Aug. 22, 1911 (37 Stat. L. 44) 
Aug. 1, 1914 (38 Stat. L . 582-601) 
May 18, 1916 (39 Stat. L . 123-146) 
March 2, 1917 (39 Stat. L , 969-983) 
May 25, 1918 (40 Stat. L . 561-579) 
June 30, 1919 (41 Stat. L. 3-22) 
Feb. 14, 1920 ( 41 Stat. L . 408-426) 
Feb. 34, 1920 (41 Stat. L . 408-427) 
Feb. 14, 1920 (41 Stat, L . 408-427) 
Feb. 14, 1920 (41 Stat. L . 408-427) 

The total payments were $1,170.00 per head. 

Per Year 
Capita Paid 
$ 35.00 1906 

20.00 1908 
50.00 1912 

100.00 1914 
300.00 1916 
100.00 1917 
200.00 1918 
140.00 1919 
100.00 1920 

50.00 1921 
25.00 1924 
10.00 1929 

The total 

FINDING X I V . 

That the descendants of Mississippi Choc-
taws, who received allotments of land in Missis-
sippi, were not entitled to remove to the Indian 
territory and claim all the rights of citizens 
under Article 14 of the Treaty of 1830, but the 
benefits were confined to the members of the 
Choctaw tribe living at the date of said treaty 
of 1830, 
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FINDING X V . 

That capita payments were made to the 
Mississippi Choetaws beginning in 1904 and end-
ing in 1929, wrongfully and illegally by the 
United States out of funds which properly 
belonged to the Choctaw tribe of Indians. 

FINDING X V I . 

That the payment to the Mississippi Choe-
taws of moneys which belonged to the native 
Choetaws in Indian Territory was a violation of 
the 5th Amendment to the Constitution of the 
United States. Choate v. Trapp, 224 U. S. 
Report, 941-46, Sec. 7. 

BRIEF HISTORICAL STATEMENT OF THE 
MISSISSIPPI CHOCTAWS. 

In stating this case we believe it will be help-
ful to present a brief historical review of the 
Choctaw Tribe of Indians, and its relations to 
and with the United States. From time im-
memorial this tribe occupied lands in the terri-
tory now known as the State of Mississippi. 

When Congress admitted Mississippi to State-
hood in 1817, the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes of 
Indians held a large portion of the lands in that 
state. Both the State and the United States gov-
ernments recognized and conceded their rights in 
this land and sought to induce the Indians to give 
up their Mississippi lands and accept a home in the 
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less settled region beyond the Mississippi River. 
The reluctance of the Choctaws to remove and the 
lingering behind of certain members of the tribe 
gave rise to the problem of the so-called "Missis-
sippi Choctaws". 

In 1820 the Choctaws ceded to the United 
States about 4,000,000 acres of land in Mississippi. 
The United States, in turn, granted the Choctaws 
an immense western domain between the line of 
the Canadian-Arkansas River on the north and 
that of the Red River on the south. The treaty of 
the United States with the Choctaws in 1825 limited 
this territory to that part of the present State of 
Oklahoma south of the line of the Canadian-Ark-
ansas River. 

The treaty of 1820, however, failed to secure 
the removal of the Choctaws to their new home. 
The United States insisted that the Indians must 
remove from Mississippi and coerced them with 
threats of confiscation of their new lands in the 
west. The Legislature of the State of Mississippi 
on January 30, 1830, enacted that the persons and 
property of the Indians within that state were sub-
ject to the state laws. This enactment forced the 
Choctaws to make the removal treaty of Dancing 
Rabbit Creek, 1830, with the United States Govern-
ment. They held out, even then, until Article 
Fourteen was inserted in the treaty. This article 
provided that each Choctaw who was the head of 
a family might elect to remain and become a citizen 
of the State of Mississippi; that such Choctaw was 
entitled to 640 acres for himself, 320 acres of land 
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Congress, by act of March 3, 1893, created a 
commission to the Five Civilized Tribes later to be 
known as the Dawes Commission. This commis-
sion was to treat with these tribes for the purpose 
of making agreements providing for the allotment 
in severalty of lands of the tribes and looking 
toward ultimate statehood. The act of June 10, 
1896, made a judicial body of the commission, and 
gave it power to hear and determine the applica-
tion of those who desired citizenship in the tribes 
and to make up rolls of the tribes. Thousands of 
claimants not recognized by the Choctaw Nation 
made application for membership in that tribe. 
The Dawes Commission consistently held that Mis-
sissippi Choetaws must remove and be able to show 
attempted compliance with the terms of Article 
Fourteen of the treaty of 1830. 

Sometime about 1896, Senator John Sharpe 
Williams, of Mississippi, began to work actively 
in Congress to secure the full-blood Mississippi 
Choetaws participation in lands and funds of the 
Choctaw tribe, or relief from the United States 
Government. He had at various times the aid of 
Representative Patrick Harrison, later Senator 
Patrick Harrison, and Senator James K. Varda-
man, both of the same state. The act of June 7, 
1897, directed the Dawes Commission to investigate 
whether Mississippi Choetaws had all the rights 
of Choctaw citizenship, except participation in 
annuities. A. S. McKennon, of the Commission, 
proceeded to Mississippi and identified more than 
1,900 Mississippi Choetaws. Of these, less than 
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ten were able to prove themselves beneficiaries of 
Article Fourteen of the treaty of 1830. The Secre-
tary of the Interior refused admittance to all 
except the beneficiaries of the treaty of 1830. 51 
C. C. Rep. 286-92, 

Chas. F. Winton, of Mississippi, and Robt. L. 
Owen, later United States Senator from Oklahoma, 
went before Congress and secured concessions for 
the Mississippi Choctaws. The Act of July 1, 1902, 
provided that full-blood Mississippi Choctaws 
might participate in the allotments on the basis of 
blood alone. They should remove within six 
months and make proof of allotment within a year 
and further make final proof at the end of three 
years from the time of identification. The Act of 
April 26, 1906, definitely provided for the closing 
of the rolls on Match 4, 1907. The legality of this 
closing was upheld in the case of Wallace vs. 
Adams in 1909. 204 U. S. Supreme Court Rep. 
415. For a full history of the Mississippi Choctaw 
controversy see case of Winton vs. Amos, 255 U. S. 
390; 65 L. Ed. 685, in which judgment was rend-
ered in favor of Senator Owen for services to the 
Mississippi Choctaws. 

STATEMENT OF CASE AND BRIEF. 

Basic Question, 

The basic issue in this case is: Are the Missis-
sippi Choctaws entitled to share equally with the 
Choctaws and Chickasaws in the common property 
of those tribes ? Our contention is that they are 
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not. The allotment of land given them when they 
came to Indian Territory under the agreement of 
1902, was not given as a matter of right, but purely 
a donation on the part of the Choetaws and Chicka-
saws, and no further or other rights in the common 
property of those tribes was contemplated by 
either party to that agreement. 

When the treaty of 1820 was made with the 
Choetaws the preamble explicitly stated what was 
the purpose of the treaty. The Choetaws knowing 
but little of the English language could not express 
themselves, so this must have been prepared for 
them by the white commissioners who negotiated 
the treaty. 

In consideration of a tract of land described 
by metes and bounds in a general way, the number 
of acres not then known, but which was later sur-
veyed, contained approximately four million acres. 
These Indians were to own lands in the Western 
country, also described in a general way, but the 
Choetaws made no effort to move to the new 
country. 

In 1830 it was determined by the government 
that they should move, and another commission 
was appointed to accomplish that purpose. The 
preamble to that treaty explains why another 
treaty was necessary. Yet much difficulty was 
experienced in persuading these people to abandon 
their ancestral homes, which from time immemorial 
they had occupied. Many declared they would not 
go to the Western country and obstructed the pre-
paration of the treaty until certain provisions were 
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made therein to protect them in their homes in 
Mississippi. This was the agricultural class, or 
members of the tribe. Accordingly, Article 14 of 
that treaty was inserted, which provided for an 
allotment of land to the head of each family and a 
smaller amount to each member thereof who wished 
to remain in Mississippi and abandon the tribe, 
and become citizens of that state. But an unusual 
provision was also made that they must live upon 
the land for five years before a patent would issue. 
We say unusual because the allotment was to be 
made out of lands which they then occupied and 
were cultivating and using as their ancestors had 
done. The evident purpose of this restriction 
being to delay a patent in order to give the allottee 
and his family time to consider the desirability of 
joining those who had emigrated to the Western 
country. 

Nowhere in the treaty was there provision 
made for the descendents of those who were to 
receive lands. The size of the tracts given each 
were to be designated according to the age of the 
members of the family receiving same. The head 
of the family was to receive six hundred forty 
acres and a child under ten years of age one 
hundred sixty acres, etc. This was a sufficient 
designation, for the United States Commissioners 
were not there to locate the family, which could 
be done later by agents selected for that purpose, 
after a survey was made. There can be no doubt 
about who was to receive these allotments. It was 
as plain as if each member of the family had been 
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named. The last clause in Article 14, which pro-
vides for removal to the Western country, evidently 
meant these particular allottees because no men-
tion is made of their heirs or descendents in that 
connection. Had it been in contemplation of either 
party to the treaty that these allottees might never 
come, but their descendents might wish to emigrate 
at some future time, no doubt that would have 
been mentioned in the treaty. 

It appears from all the surrounding facts and 
circumstances that the government was determined 
to move all who would go to the Western country 
within three years, to give complete allotments of 
land to those who refused to go within a reason-
able time, and finish this work forever. Therefore, 
no mention is made about the privileges of descend-
ants of these allottees. They were never in con-
templation. The government thereafter ceased 
to care for or consult with those Indians who 
remained in Mississippi. Its work had been com-
pleted. The Dawes Commission created by Con-
gress in 1893 to enroll all members of the five 
tribes did not consider those Mississippi Choctaws 
who were yet living in Mississippi as members of 
the tribe, and so reported to the Secretary of the 
Interior. They relinguished membership rights 
in 1830. The commission was later directed by 
Congress in the Indian appropriation act of June 
7, 1897, to examine and report to Congress whether 
the Mississippi Choctaws under their treaties are 
not entitled to all the rights of Choctaw citizen-
ship except an interest in the Choctaw annuities, 
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and on January 28, 1898, they made their report— 
55th Congress, 2nd Session Document No. 274. 

As the program of allotment was about to 
start, one, Jack Amos, a full blood who resided in 
Mississippi, applied for enrollment as a Missis-
sippi Choctaw, and denied, from which deci-
sion he appealed to the United States Court for 
Central District of Indian Territory, and was 
again denied enrollment. Winton et al. vs. Amos 
et al., 255 U. S. Rep., L. Ed. 65-684. 

On June 28, 1898, Congress passed an act 
commonly known as the Curtis Act, which in Sec-
tion thirty-one provided that said Commission shall 
have authority to determine the identity of Choc-
taw Indians claiming rights in the Choctaw lands 
under Article 14 of the treaty between the United 
States and the Choctaw Nation, concluded Septem-
ber 27, 1830 (7 Stat. 335), and to that end they may 
administer oaths, examine witnesses, and perform 
all other acts necessary thereto and make report to 
the Secretary of the Interior. No person shall be 
enrolled who has not heretofore removed to, and 
in good faith lived in the nation in which he 
claims citizenship. Provided, however, that nothing 
contained in this act shall be so construed as to 
militate against any rights or privileges which the 
Mississippi Choetaws may have under the laws or 
treaties with the United States. (30 Stat. 495.) 

After giving public notice in Mississippi as to 
the time and places at which the commission would 
hear applications under the above provision, in 
January, 1899, work began, and a schedule of 
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1923 persons was made, as being Mississippi Choc-
taws, entitled to enrollment on the theory that they 
were full blood Choctaws, whose ancestors were 
living in Mississippi at the date of the treaty of 
1830. This was known as the McKennon roll, 
dated March 10, 1899. This was formally dis-
approved by the Secretary of the Interior in 
March, 1907. 

Because of material errors found in the 
McKennon roll, another party was organized under 
the same act of Congress and sent out by the com-
mission and hearings began in December, 1900, 
and continued from time to time until the latter 
part of August, 1901. On May 31, 1900, Congress 
passed another act which provided that any Mis-
sissippi Choctaw duly identified as such by the 
United States Commission to the Five Civilized 
Tribes shall have the right at any time prior to 
the approval of the final rolls of the Choctaws and 
Chickasaws by the Secretary of the Interior to 
make settlement within the Choctaw and Chicka-
saw Country and on proof of the fact of bona fide 
settlement may be enrolled by the United States 
Commission and by the Secretary of the Interior 
as Choctaws entitled to allotment, (31 Stat. 221-
236-237.) 

The Dawes Commission thereafter required 
from all applicants for enrollement proof of 
descent from Choctaw Indians who received pat-
ents for lands under the 14th Article of the Treaty 
of 1830. This constituted a revival of the principle 
previously adopted in making the McKennon roll. 
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It resulted that only six or seven persons claiming 
as Mississippi Choctaws were enrolled under the 
Act of May 31, 1900. Winton et al. vs. Amos, 
supra. 

On March 21, 1902, while preparations of the 
identification roll of the Mississippi Choctaws was 
still in progress, an agreement was entered into 
between the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations and 
the Dawes Commission in which in Sections 41-42-
43 and 44 it was proposed to fix the status of Mis-
sissippi Choctaws. Winton et al. v. Jack Amos 
et al.. supra. 

Before taking up the Act of July 1st, 1902 
(32 Stat. 641), ratified as a treaty on September 
25, 1902, we invite a careful inquiry into the status 
of Mississippi Choctaws prior to the passage of 
the Act of July 1st, 1902. 

ATTORNEY GENERAL P. C. KNOX HELD THE 
ALLOTMENT TO MISSISSIPPI CHOCTAWS 

WAS A GRATUITY. 

In the early stages of the program of allot-
ment of the Choctaw tribal domain, Attorney Gen-
eral, Philander C. Knox, rendered an opinion for 
the Interior Department in which he characterized 
the allotment to the Mississippi Choctaws "as in 
the nature of a gift" . See opinions of Attorney 
General of the United States, Vol. 24, 694. We 
invite a careful reading of that opinion by this 
court. We quote from it the following brief state-
ment : 
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"The special privileges granted to full-
bloods by the Agreement in question were at 
least in the nature of gifts by a Choctaw and 
because alone of favors extended to a father, 
a purpose to bestow the same privileges on his 
child cannot properly be presumed." 

That Attorney General Knox correctly stated 
the case with reference to the Mississippi Choe-
taws cannot be questioned. Judge W. H. Clayton, 
senior United States Judge for the Indian Terri-
tory in the Jack Amos case in the Choctaw Nation, 
in speaking of the Mississippi Choetaws used the 
following language, to-wit: 

" to permit men with, perchance, but a strain 
of Choctaw blood in their veins, who, 65 years 
ago, broke away from their kindred and their 
nation, and during that time, or most of it, 
have been exercising the rights of citizenship 
and doing homage to the sovereignty of 
another nation and have become strangers to 
the people, to reach forth their hands from 
their distant and alien homes and lay hold on 
a part of the public domain, the common prop-
erty of the people, and appropriate to their 
own use, would be unjust and inequitable. It 
is, therefore, the opinion of the court that the 
absent Mississippi Choetaws are not entitled 
to be enrolled as citizens of the Choctaw 
Nation. The action of the Dawes Commission 
is, therefore, affirmed, and a decree will be 
entered for the Choctaw Nation." 

See Jack Amos vs. Choctaw Nation, Decisions 
of the United States Courts in Indian Territory, 
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Page 465; also found in appendix to Report of 
Commission to Five Tribes for year ending June 
20th, 1901. 

Judge Clayton's opinion was approved by the 
Supreme Court of the United States in the case of 
Stevens vs. Cherokee Nation, 174 U. S., page 445; 
43 Law Ed., Page 1041; 19 Sup. Crt. Rep. 722. In 
Speaking of the Jack Amos case years later, Con-
gressman W. H. Murray, of Oklahoma, said: 

"Judge Clayton, who was senior in service 
at the time of the passage of the enabling act 
for statehood, and recognized as the ablest 
jurist ever sent to the Territory, has ruled in 
every decision in line with my contention. His 
only error, in my opinion, was that he main-
tained that any Mississippi Choctaw who would 
come to the Choctaw Nation and 'live on it' 
n p until allotment was entitled to enrollment, 
and every one who has complied with this 
provision has been provided for, but this was 
a liberal construction in favor of those who 
had expatriated, and could have been made 
only on the theory that the Choctaw Nation 
was not a 'sovereignty', and therefore not 
entitled to be relieved of laches, limitations and 
estoppel because as Blackstone lays down the 
rules 'laches and estoppel never runs against 
the sovereign'. He based his ruling upon the 
fact that the Nation had invited the Misissippi 
Choctaws to come out as late as the seventies 
and early eighties. In this I think Judge Clay-
ton erred, because the Choctaw Nation was a 
sovereign in a greater sense than the States. 
None of their laws between themselves, how-
ever harsh and exacting and however confisca-
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tory, could be questioned in the Federal 
Court." 

See Congressional Record, April 24, 1914. 

THE PRIVILEGE OF A CHOCTAW CITIZEN 
AS CONTEMPLATED IN ARTICLE 14 

OF TREATY OF 1830. 

The word "privilege" used in the concluding 
sentence of Article 14 refers, in our opinion, to 
political rights. It does not apply to property 
rights. There was no occasion to apply it to prop-
erty rights for the reason that Mississippi Choetaws 
who elected to remain were taking in Mississippi, 
a grant of land embracing 640 acres. It was a com-
pleted transaction—a final settlement. This was in 
fact twice as much in acreage as the native Indians 
received in the west. To argue that the word 
" privilege" reserved to the Indians in Mississippi 
a further right to come over at a later date and 
share in the common property would be in effect 
to say that the agreement of 1830 had no binding 
force. 

Prior to the Act of Congress of July 1, 1902, 
they had no property rights in the domain west. 
They had already accepted 640 acres of land in 
Mississippi. What they got by the Act of July 1, 
1902, was a gratuity pure and simple. It did not 
come by virtue of any legal right. When the lang-
uage of Article 14 was drafted there was no reassn 
to suppose that there would be a separate and 
individual ownership of the land in the domain to 
be ceded in the west. There was no thought that 
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the land would be allotted in severalty. The 
Indians wanted to go where they would never be 
asked again to move. The provision that they 
should not share in the annuities was evidently 
inserted in Article 14 to exclude them from any 
possible claim in the only money then coming to 
the tribes, to-wit: Annuities. The privilege to go 
west was a political privilege or a social right. 
A right to go among the Indians west and partici-
pate in their elections and be identified with them 
as Indians and not be subject to the rules of exclu-
sion that were made applicable to non-members, 
white traders and foreigners who were to be 
excluded from the Indian Country west under 
several provisions of the treaty of 1830. It could 
not have been possible, by using the word privilege 
that a Mississippi Choctaw was reserving any 
property right of the remotest character in the 
domain west for the reason that Section 14 of the 
Treaty of 1830 gave the Indian who remained in 
Mississippi 640 acres upon the implied condition 
that he accept it as his share in the common in-
heritance. We come back again to the opinion of 
Attorney General Knox to the effect that the allot-
ment given to a Mississippi Choctaw by virtue of 
Section 41 of the Act of 1902 was a gratuity. The 
tribes owed him nothing in the way of property. 
The word "privilege" as defined in Webster's 
Dictionary is as follows: 

"PRIVILEGE (F Privilege, L. Privileg-
ium and ordinance or law against, or in favor 
of an idividaul) * * * a peculiar benefit, 
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advantage or favor; special enjoyment of a 
good or exemption from an evil or burden; a 
prerogative; advantage; franchise,'' 

See also Bouvier's Law Dictionary and Black's 
Law Dictionary^on definitions of the word ''priv-
ilege". The word "privilege" in the sense in 
which it was used in Article 14 could only have 
referred to a political privilege, or the right of 
franchise. It could not have been used in the sense 
that it reserved any property rights whatsoever. 
The Indians in Mississippi could not have reserved 
any rights without making the treaty of 1830 
meaningless. In speaking of the rights of a Missis-
sippi Choctaw to share in per capita payments 
on April 24, 1914, Congressman Murray, in a 
speech in the House of Representatives on Missis-
sippi Choetaws said: 

" i f the 14th Article under which the Missis-
sippi Choetaws claim is as follows * * * 
(article 14 quoted in appendix). I have quoted 
the entire section in full but mark the last 
paragraph by the use of the word ' person' and 
the word 'privilege'." 

The word "privilege" is not synonymous with the 
word "right". They lost their right to citizen-
ship. In other words, they had expatriated by 
remaining east because they did not live on it. 
Congressman Murray made the further point that 
the word "persons" used in the last line of Article 
14 referred to persons then in existence and not to 
the heirs of deceased persons. 
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The distinction between a citizen of an Indian 
tribe as such and citizens with property rights has 
been recognized by the Supreme Court in the case 
of Bedbird vs. IT. S., 203 IT. S. 76; 51 L. Ed. 96. 

In that case the court said: 

"Under the policy of the Cherokees, citi-
zenship and communal ownership were dis-
tinct things. The citizen who annually 
received an annuity derived from the com-
munal fund held by the United States, and the 
citizen who never received a dollar from the 
fund, or never so much as thought of receiv-
ing it, form a concrete object lesson in con-
stitutional law not easily effaced from the 
common mind." * # * 

"And the same distinction between citi-
zens as such and citizens with property rights 
has also been recognized by Congress in en-
actments relating to other Indians than the 
Five Civilized Tribes. Act August 9, 1888, 
25 Stat, at L. 392, chap. 818; act May 2, 1890, 
26 Stat, at L. 96, chap. 182 ; act June 7, 1897, 
30 Stat, at L. 90, Chap. 3." 

They could; have been admitted within the 
Indian Country without having been given even 
an allotment or a share in the tribal property and 
Article 14 would have been complied with in the 
fullest sense. The privileges of a Choctaw citizen 
mentioned in Article 14 were political and social 
privileges, including the right to go among and 
live with the Indians west. 

In the same treaty in which Article 14 appears 
reserving the privilege of a Choctaw citizen to 
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those who remained in Mississippi, there are 
numerous privileges provided for, and guaranteed 
to Choctaw citizens in the territory to which they 
were to be removed. An examination of the for-
mer treaties will disclose that there were privi-
leges referred to as being reserved for the benefit 
of the Choctaw people. In the treaty of June 20, 
1875, 7 Stat. 234, a number of sections deal with 
what might be termed privileges, or rights, 
granted to Choctaw citizens. In the treaty of 
October 18, 1820, 7 Stat. 210, there are numerous 
privileges guaranteed to Choetaws by that treaty 
but in the Dancing Rabbit Treaty concluded Sep-
tember 27, 1830, there are several important priv-
ileges provided for and it was undoubtedly these 
privileges that the treaty makers had in mind 
when the language of Article 14 was framed. 

In Article 1 appears the provision guarantee-
ing peace and friendship with the United States 
which could certainly be classed as a privilege to 
a Choctaw citizen who resided with his people in 
the domain west. In Article 14, the Federal Gov-
ernment obligates itself to secure for, and guar-
antee to, the Choetaws an independent government 
in the domain west. In Article 5 the United 
States obligates itself to protect the Choetaws 
from domestic strife and from foreign enemies 
which, in our judgment, is a valuable privilege. In 
the same section there is a provision that such 
Choetaws as may be called upon to serve in the 
army shall receive the pay and emoluments as a 
citizen of the United States. In Article 7 is the 
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provision that all acts of violence against the 
property of the Choctaws shall be referred to a 
United States agent and every possible degree of 
justice done to the Indian. 

In Article 9 the treaty provides for remov-
ing United States citizens from the Indian Coun-
try under certain penalties. In Article 10 we find 
the provision requires traders' permits for per-
sons who desire to sell merchandise. In the same 
section is a clause looking toward the enforcement 
of laws against the introduction of liquor into the 
Indian Country. To live in a country where 
liquor was excluded might have been looked upon 
as a privilege (although there might be some dif-
ference of opinion about this matter, at this writ-
ing) but we think the treaty makers must have 
had this in mind as a privilege guaranteed to the 
Choctaws in their new home. Again in Article 11 
is the provision which guarantees that Choctaws 
shall have the use of navigable streams and shall 
pay no higher duty or toll than citizens of the 
United States. In the same section there is this 
guarantee: " it is agreed further that the United 
States shall establish one or more post offices in 
said nation". Again in this section the govern-
ment guarantees to establish military posts and 
post roads, all of which must be classed as a 
privilege to the Choctaws. In Article 12, the Gov-
ernment binds itself to remove intruders or unde-
sirable white citizens. In the same section is the 
important guarantee of personal liberty; that the 
United States Government itself will provide 
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counsel for any Choctaw who may be apprehended 
for the violation of the laws of the United States. 
This is certainly a privilege vouchedsafed to a 
Choctaw citizen. In Article 13 the Government 
agrees to establish an Indian agent in the nation. 
Article 20 provides that the government shall edu-
cate Choctaw children at the expense of the United 
States Government for a period of twenty years 
from September 27, 1830. We mention the fore-
going as some of the privileges which were in con-
templation when Article 14 was drafted. It was 
well known at the time the treaty of 1830 was 
drafted that the lands being ceded to the Choetaws 
were frontier country, frequently visited by war-
like tribes, and the numerous guarantees contained 
in these treaties, looking toward the protection of 
the Choetaws in their new homes, could have been 
the privileges in the minds of the treaty makers 
at the time Article 14 was drafted. The establish-
ing of post roads, military posts, post offices, and 
Indian agents for the benefit of Choctaw Indians 
were certainly very great privileges guaranteed 
to them. The right to be defended by counsl pro-
vided by the Federal Government is certainly 
recognized in all civilized countries as an import-
ant privilege. All of these, the Mississippi Choe-
taws who remained could have if they moved west. 
But Article 14 does not guarantee anything to the 
Mississippi Choetaws in the way of a further dis-
tribution to him of land or money. Annuities, in 
1830, were the common funds that was subject to 
distribution. It was not then contemplated that the 
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new domain in the west would ever be partitioned 
but the Indians believed that they would hold 
these lands in common in perpetuity, and the 
promise that if they should ever remove they 
should not share in the annuities was all that was 
then deemed necessary to exclude the Indian who 
elected to remain in Mississippi from taking any 
property right in the domain west. 

The paramount object of the treaty of 1830 
was to bring about a removal of the Indians to 
the west. 

The Supreme Court of the United States in 
Choctaw Nation vs. United States, 119 U. S. Page 
1, 30 Law Ed., Page 318, in speaking of Section 
14 of the treaty of 1830 said: 

" I t is notorious as a historical fact that 
as it abundantly appears from the record in 
this case that great pressure had to be 
brought upon the Indians to effect their 
removal and the whole treaty was evidently 
and purposely executed, not so much to secure 
to the Indians the rights for which they had 
stipulated, as to effectuate the policy of the 
United States in regard to their removal." 

Practically the same thing is said by Judge 
Clayton in the Jack Amos case, supra. We pass 
now to the question as to what is the proper con-
struction of Section 14 of the treaty of 1830. 

In the Treaty of 1820, wTe discover that the 
exchange of the Western lands, for 4,000,000 acres 
of land occupied by the Choctaws in the State of 
Mississippi, was done for the benfit of the inhabi-
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tants of that state. In 1830, since the Indians had 
not emigrated to their new country, President Jack-
son insisted that they surrender all of their rights 
in the State of Mississippi and remove within three 
years to their new home. Therefore, we are bound 
to conclude that any provision made for any num-
ber of Choetaws to remain in that state, was 
thought to be only for a brief period. Allotments 
were given to Choctaw families there, but it was 
evidently believed that within a short time this 
remnant of the tribe would also emigrate. In 
fact, many of them did. The annuity provided 
for in the Treaty of 1830, to pay $20,000.00 a year 
for twenty years, and the provision in the last 
clause of Article 14 of that treaty, that those who 
remained in Mississippi should not participate in 
the annuities, probably referred to this specific 
annuity, and was more of a threat against those 
who remained than a promise to those who emi-
grated. In other words it said: ' 'We will donate 
$20,000.00 a year and unless you go now or within 
three years, you will lose any interest in that sum 
of money." It must also be borne in mind through-
out this discussion, that this was a very ignorant 
class of Indians, as shown in the preamble of the 
Treaty of 1820. 

The word "privilege" used in that clause of 
Article 14, must have had a definite meaning at 
that time, when it is said, "if they will remove, 
they, the allottee, shall not lose the privilege of a 
Choctaw". It seems to us that the Choetaws to 
whom allotments were given in that treaty were 
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the identical ones referred to in that last provision 
'list quoted. Or, otherwise, instead of using the 
' j <<r,vivile°-e'\ it would have said, "shall not word p i iV11 & 7 

lose any of the rights and immunities of a Choc-

taw". 
In the Treaty of 1837 in which the Chickasaws 

were permitted to purchase an interest in the Choc-
taw lands, the words "rights", "privileges" and 
' ' i m m u n i t i e s " , are there used and this occurred 
only seven years later. 

' The omiss ion o f the words "rights" and 
" i m m u n i t i e s " , has a significant meaning to us, but 
it does not seem to have been considered by those 
who later inquired into this subject. We find for 
instance that it has been assumed that Article 14 
gave the same privileges to the descendents of these 
allottees, which was intended only for the allottees, 
if our construction be correct. It would have been 
an easy matter to have said in thin same article 
that the privileges herein mentioned shall apply 
to the descendents of the allottees, but that was not 
the intention. The intention, as above stated, being 
to force these Choetaws to emigrate and join their 
brothers in the Western country, not to encourage 
them to remain and pass on their privileges to their 
heirs and descendents, for that w7ould have defeated 
the one great purpose the government had in mind, 
as was held by the Dawes Commission in its report 
to the Secretary of the Interior. Report of Com-
mission to Secretary of Interior, Feb. 2, 1898, 
Document No. 274, 55th Congress, 2nd Session. To 
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tants of that state. In 1830, since the Indians had 
not emigrated to their new country, President Jack-
son insisted that they surrender all of their rights 
in the State of Mississippi and remove within three 
years to their new home. Therefore, we are bound 
to conclude that any provision made for any num-
ber of Choctaws to remain in that state, was 
thought to be only for a brief period. Allotments 
were given to Choctaw families there, but it was 
evidently believed that within a short time this 
remnant of the tribe would also emigrate. In 
fact, many of them did. The annuity provided 
for in the Treaty of 1830, to pay $20,000.00 a year 
for twenty years, and the provision in the last 
clause of Article 14 of that treaty, that those who 
remained in Mississippi should not participate in 
the annuities, probably referred to this specific 
annuity, and was more of a threat against those 
who remained than a promise to those who emi-
grated. In other words it said: ' 'We will donate 
$20,000.00 a year and unless you go now or within 
three years, you will lose any interest in that sum 
of money." It must also be borne in mind through-
out this discussion, that this was a very ignorant 
class of Indians, as shown in the preamble of the 
Treaty of 1820. 

The word "privilege" used in that clause of 
Article 14, must have had a definite meaning at 
that time, when it is said, "if they will remove, 
they, the allottee, shall not lose the privilege of a 
Choctaw". It seems to us that the Choctaws to 
whom allotments wTere given in that treaty were 

the identical ones referred to in that last provision 
'ust quoted. Or, otherwise, instead of using the 

. ^r-iviWe". it wTould have said, "shall not word P1 1 U i eo ' 
lose any of the rights and immunities of a Choc-

taw". 
In the Treaty of 1837 in which the Chickasaws 

were permi t ted to purchase an interest in the Choc-
taw lands, the words "rights", "privileges" and 
* ' immuni t i es " , are there used a n d this occurred 
only seven years later. 

The omission of the words "rights" and 
"immunities", has a significant meaning to us, but 
it does not seem to have been considered by those 
who later inquired into this subject. We find for 
instance that it has been assumed that Article 14 
gave the same privileges to the descendents of these 
allottees, which was intended only for the allottees, 
if our construction be correct. It would have been 
an easy matter to have said in th//; same article 
that the privileges herein mentioned shall apply 
to the descendents of the allottees, but that was not 
the intention. The intention, as above stated, being 
to force these Choctaws to emigrate and join their 
brothers in the Western country, not to encourage 
them to remain and pass on their privileges to their 
heirs and descendents, for that would have defeated 
the one great purpose the government had in mind, 
as was held by the Dawes Commission in its report 
to the Secretary of the Interior. Report of Com-
mission to Secretary of Interior, Feb. 2, 1898, 
Document No. 274, 55th Congress, 2nd Session. To 
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acquire the privileges provided for in Article 14, 
it would be absolutely necessary, and was so in-
tended, that they should live upon these Western 
lands. We believe this conclusion was justified 
by the Dawes Commission. However, that question 
is only an incident to the one before us for con-
sideration, for the reason that the Choetaws and 
Chickasaws in the agreement of 1902, gave to these 
descendents who moved there, an equal allotment 
of lands. What we have said applies only to the 
instant case in so far as it shows that this allot-
ment was not made to them as a matter of right, to 
which they were entitled under that article of the 
treaty, but was a mere gift and donation on the 
part of the Choetaws and Chickasaws, and as gifts 
are always strictly construed, this Court will not 
infer that the purpose of the Choetaws and Chicka-
saws was to also give them an equal right in the 
remaining common property of the Choetaws and 
Chickasaws, or of any of the revenues derived 
therefrom. 

WHAT IS THE PROPER CONSTRUCTION OF 
ARTICLE 14 OF THE TREATY OF 1830. 

On December 3, 1901, Hon. Willis Vandeventer, 
then Assistant Attorney General, now Justice of 
the United States Supreme Court, in speaking of 
the legislation and treaties up to and including 
the Act of May 31, 1900 (30 Stat. 495, 503) pertain-
ing to the rights of so-called Mississippi Choetaws, 
used the following language: 
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"There is no escape from the conclusion 
that the provision in the act of June 28, 1898, 
contemplated the identification of only those 
'Choctaw Indians claiming rights in the Choc-
taw lands, under Article 14 of the treaty 
between the Choctaw Nation and the United 
States, concluded September 27, 1830'." 

I 
We think his opinion supports the view that 

up to that time only those who could prove rights 
as individuals (not as decendents) under Article 
14, were entitled to be identified. We find that 
he concludes his opinion with the following lang-
uage : 

''I express no opinion respecting the char-
acter or quantum of evidence which under 
this condition, ought to be deemed satisfac-
tory. ' ' 

See Record, Pages 187-190. 

The entire Vandeventer opinion is set out in 
the record and we ask that it be carefully examined 
as throwing light on the rights of the Mississippi 
Choetaws prior to the Act of July 1st, 1902. 

But it was the popular impression throughout 
the United States after the passage of the Act of 
June 7, 1897 (30 Stat. 83), and the Act of May 31, 
1900, that the doors of citizenship would stand 
wide open and according to the report of the Com-
missioner to the Five Tribes, filed for record end-
ing June 30, 1906, the total number of 24,634 people 
applied for recognition under Article 14. At Page 
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32 of the above mentioned report, we find this 
language: 

"Claimants came from all parts of the 
country—from the Gulf to the Great Lakes 
from Oregon to Massachusetts and literally 
submerged the Commission with applications." 

This report then goes on to say that this 
situation prompted the passage by Congress of 
the Act of July 1st, 1902, including those Four 
Sections, 41 to 44, dealing with Mississippi Choc-
taws, upon which the rights of the Mississippi 
Choctaws now on the rolls must finally rest. 
It is difficult to understand how it can 
be contended that intelligent men repre-
senting the native Choctaws, knowing that the 
Federal Court in the Indian Territory in the 
Jack Amos case, herein cited at length, held in 
favor of the native Choctaws and knowing that 
24,634 people had applied for enrollment, would 
agree to confer on those persons all the rights of 
full membership in the tribe, including a distribu-
tive share in a vast amount of property other than j 

land. Those applying for enrollment as mentioned 
in the above report exceeded the final approved 
enrolled membership of the entire Choctaw tribe 
by several thousand. On June 30, 1907, there were 
on the final approved rolls, 18,981 native Choc-
taws, 1,639 Mississippi Choctaws and 6,319 Chicka-
saws. See Report of Commissioner to Five Civil-
ized Tribes for fiscal year ending June 30, 1907, 
page 20. 
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The native Choctaws knew within a few hund-
red persons what their membership numbered. They 

ad rolls to go by—these rolls were to be the basis 
of the enrollment work. These tribal rolls were 
public records to which all people had access. I t 
is therefore, reasonable to assume that the repre-
sentatives of the tribes knew that if this hoard of 
claimants were admitted, the tribal estate would 
be cut by one-half and more. It is also as clear as the 
noon day sun that up to that stage the only law 
or treaty under which the claims of the Mississippi 
Choctaw could be considered was the Act of June 
28 1898 (30 Stat. 495, 503), ratified as the Atoka 
Agreement, as amended by the Act of May 31, 1900 
(31 Stat. 221-236). Let us look at the Act of 1898, 
supra. We quote: 

"Said Commission shall have authority to 
determine the identity of Choctaw Indians 
claiming rights in the Choctaw lands under 
Article 14—and to that end may administer 
oaths, etc." 

Mr. Vandeventer, in his opinion as Assistant 
Attorney General, said that the Act of May 31, 
1900, did not substantially change existing law. See 
Vandeventer opinion at Page 188. 

It is important to bear in mind that up to the 
time of the drafting of the Supplemental Treaty, 
to-wit: March, 1902, it was generally recognized 
that Article 14 and the Acts of 1898 and 1900, 
supra, only applied to those Choctaw Indians (not 
descendents) who could bring themselves within the 
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scope of the benefits conferred under Article U 
The Department of the Interior had been advised 
by so eminent an authority as Mr. Vandeventer 
Senator Owen, then Attorney for the Mississippi' 
Choetaws knew it. All of his statements before 
the Department and Congress disclosed that W 
recognized that he faced insurmountable obstacles 
The Commissioner to the Five Civilized Tribes in 
Ins report for June 30, 1906, at Page 32, had the 
following to say about the matter: J 

t ^ ' < I t ; i b , e c a m e apparent that the ignorant 
fullblood for whom Congress intended to pro 
vide, had no record of his ancestry and could 
not prove his rights under the law and if 
required to do so, would not receive his bene 
fits under the legislation. In order that this 
might not happen, the following provision was 
embodied in the Act of July 1, 1 9 0 2 . " 

The Commission then quotes Section 41 of the 
Supplemental treaty. It is printed in the appendix 

The first sentence in Section 41 could be said 
to read, omitting modifying statements in the Act: 

Ch j A H P e r S ° n S ' j d e n t i f i e d - a s Mississippi 
Choctaws-may-make boni fide settlement 
within the Choctaw-Chickasaw country (and 
sh ni K 0 0 e tC>) i f e n r ° l l e d a S S U c h Sippi Choetaws entitled to allotments as herein 
provided for citizens of the tribe * * *.» 

Here is the language which says what he shall 
be entitled to after he has fulfilled the require-
ments of the law as to residence-a final period 
calculated as not less than four years and six 
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onths It is land. That was all that he could 
t under the Act of 1898. Nothing else was ever 

n contemplation in that Act or the amendment of 
May 31> 1900. Now let us examine the language 
in the second part of Section 41. It reads after 
omitting preliminaries: 

< < All full-blood Mississippi Choctaw Indians 
and the descendents of any Mississippi Choc-
taw Indians, whether of full or mixed blood, 
who received a patent to land under said 
Article 14—and who had not removed to the 
Choctaw country prior to June 28, 1898, shall 
be deemed Mississippi Choetaws, entitled to 
benefits under Article 14, etc." 

The above is the language of Section 41 of the 
Treaty adopted September 25, 1902, by the Choc-
taw people. This and the Atoka Agreement are 
the only agreements dealing with Mississippi Choe-
taws or touching on rights of the Mississippi Choe-
taws in the estate west, since the treaty of 1830. 
The above language clearly recognizes two classes 
of Indians, FIRST, any full-blood who will come 
west and comply with the residence requirements. 
Second, any decendent of Mississippi Choctaw of 
full or less degree of blood, who could prove that 
his ancestor had received a patent to land in 
Mississippi under Article 14. 

The above is our interpretation of those who 
were to be given land. To repeat: FIRST, any 
full-blood; SECOND, any mixed blood who could 
prove his ancestors had received land in Missis-
sippi. 
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Viewing the above legislation in the light of 
the history which surrounded it, and giving to the 
language used in Section 41, its most favorable 
construction, it is difficult to understand upon what 
theory the Department of the Interior has paid 
out to persons enrolled as Mississippi Choctaws 
$1,170.00 per head. See Sec. Report, Page 156 and 
testimony of D. Buddrus, Cashier and Disbursing 
Officer, Page 30 Record. 

There is no other Congressional Act or treaty 
giving to Mississippi Choctaws any further rights 
or in anywise enlarging upon the grant of property 
rights to them. To say that a Mississippi Choctaw 
gets a right in the property reserved from allot-
ment or the invested funds then on hand or any 
interest in the distribution of the common property 
(always referred to in the treaty in connection with 
members) is to read into the four sections above 
mentioned language which they do not contain. To 
say that a Mississippi Choctaw was to get 320 
acres of land in addition to the 640 acres he or his 
ancestor got in Mississippi, and on top of that an 
equal division of the common funds, is to give the 
Mississippi Choctaws far more than the native 
Choctaws received. Under that interpretation, the 
Mississippi Choctaws were given a crown for having 
obstructed the policy of the Government. The 
Mississippi Choctaw stayed at home an took 640 
acres of land as his rightful share of the common 
inheritance in Mississippi and then he came west 
75 years later and received a new patent to 320 
acres of land—then as a final reward for his 
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stubbornness in refusing to move in 1830, when 
Sargent Prentice and other great orators of the 
South were demanding in Congress that the 
Indians be moved west, lie received $1,170.00 in 
cash from the ChoctawT tribal funds held by the 
Secretary of the Interior. The story of the prodigal 
son in sacred history has its counterpart in the 
historv of the Missiissippi Choctaws. Figuratively 
speaking (and not disrespectfully) the Secretary of 
the Interior, as the great white father to his 
Indian wards, said in substance to the Mississippi 
Choctaws: "It is true that you got 640 acres in 
Mississippi in 1830; it is true that you were per-
mitted under Article Fourteen to remain in the 
land where your ancestors for 200 years had lived; 
it is true that your brethren had to go west over a 
trail of tears and build new homes in the wilderness, 
we are going to give you just the same treatment 
after all—we will give you another tract of land in 
the Indian Territory, so that you will have two 
homes—one in Mississippi and one in Oklahoma 
and as expense money in defraying your traveling 
expenses from one to the other, we will give you 
$1,170.00 of the tribal funds—that money that you 
waived all interest in, back in 1830. In other 
words, the Mississippi Choctaws are the most 
favored of all North American Indians. The Missis-
sippi Choctaw received two allotments, he defeated 
the government's policy of removal and he received 
a share in the coal lands, the unalloted lands, town 
sites and invested funds, all of which were being 
accumulated by his brethren in the wTest, while he 
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was living in ease upon his 640 acre allotment in 

Mississippi. Such a view is contrary to the facts 
of history. Such an interpretation of the treaties 
is without legal or equitable foundation. Yet the 
truth is that the Department of the Interior has 
done that very thing. We respectfully submit 
that the Secretary has illegally paid $1,170.00 to 
the enrolled Mississippi Choctaws for which we are 
entitled to judgment herein. 

ATOKA AGREEMENT AND SUPPLEMENTAL 
AGREEMENT DID NOT CONTEMPLATE 
CONFERRING EQUAL RIGHTS ON MISSIS-
SIPPI CHOCTAWS BUT ONLY PROVIDED 
FOR ALLOTMENT AS A GIFT. 

We ask the Court to bear wTith us while we 
analyze the above treaties by sections and subjects. 
If it was intended that Mississippi Choctaws should 
have all the rights of native Choctaws, why put 
them on a separate roll, why refer to them as 
' ' entitled to allotment as herein provided for citizens 
of the tribe". Hon. Robert L. Owen, afterwards 
Senator, then atttorney for the Mississippi Choc-
taws, struggled for years to get all the bars laid 
down and tried to get them ' 'treated in all respects 
as other Choctaws". See case of Winton vs. Amos, 
255 U. S. Page 390; also, Vol. 65 Law Ed., Page 
693 U. S. Sup. Ct. Reports. But Mr. Owen falied 
to get the senate to act favorably on an amendment 
which had been introduced at his request. (See 
above case.) 
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There is another general matter to which we 
direct attention before taking up the 1st two men-

"oned treaties. The Chickasaws owned an interest 
• the common property, having acquired that 
interest in 1837. While it is true that the Chicka-
saws joined the Choctaws in the agreement made in 
1909 it is not reasonable to suppose that the 
Chickasaws would have been willing that their 
money should be distributed on a per capita basis 
to Mississippi Choctaws, thereby decreasing the 
proportionate amount to which they were entitled. 
There was no incentive, inducement or considera-
tion for the Chickasaws to surrender a part of their 
per capita payments to the Mississippi Choctaws. 
Hence, it is reasonable to suppose that when the 
agreement of 1902 was made, that the representa-
tives of the Chickasaw tribe called attention to that 
fact. They were willing to agree and did agree, 
that these homeless Indians, yet in Mississippi, 
might be given an allotment of land. 

As said by Attorney General Knox, it was 
merely a gift, not a right, to which these Missis-
sippi Choctaws were entitled. For seventy years 
they had failed and refused to live with their 
tribe in the Western Country, preferring to remain 
in the State of Mississippi, where they had exer-
cised all the rights of citizenship. Winton vs. 
Amos, supra. The Chickasaws in their generosity, 
were willing that the Choctaw Tribe might provide 
a home for them, but nothing more. It would 
have been an easy matter in this agreement (1902), 
to have stated that these Mississippi Choctaws, in 
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addition to an allotment, would participate with 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribe in the per capita 
payments and other common property, had thai 
been the intention of the contracting parties. Th \ 
agreement being silent as to the per capita pay! 
ments and other common property, the presumption 
is that the gift of an allotment was the sole a nd 
only property which these tribes intended to donate 
to the Mississippi Choetaws. 

The gift or donation of an allotment of land to 
the Mississippi Choetaws should be strictly con-
strued and nothing should be added which was not 
in contemplation of the parties at the time. These 
Mississippi Choetaws had already been given their 
pro rata share of the community estate in Missis-
sippi and were made citizens of that state, aban-
doned their tribe, and no construction should be 
made of the treaty of 1902, which would substract 
from the regular members of the tribe, money 
which justly belonged to them. 

MEMBERS OR CITIZENS DEFINED BY 
TREATY. I ® 

It is our opinion that the treaty makers stud-
iously avoided making any reference to Mississippi 
Choetaws as members. Nowhere in any Act of 
Congress or treaty from the Act of June 7, 1897, to 
Sections 41 to 44, inclusive, of the Act of July 1, 
1902, are they called citizens or members. They 
were not intended to be citizens but were always 
referred to as persons claiming under Article 14, an 
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• terest in the Choctaw land. We are not left in 
doubt as to the meaning of the words "Citizens" 
or " M e m b e r s " . In the Act of July 1, 1902, there 
a r e a n u m b e r of definitions in the first sections of 
the Act Sub-division three of the first section is 
in the following language, to-wit: 

"The word member or members and citizen 
or citizens shall be held to mean members or 
citizens of the Choctaw Tribe of Indians in 
Indian Territory, not including Freedmen." 

It is not possible that this language could be 
given a prospective meaning. It would not include 
persons who were to be thereafter identified as 
Mississippi Choetaws. We think the members of 
the Dawes Commission and the representatives of 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, intended to 
limit the meaning of the words to persons then 
domiciled in the Indian Territory; otherwise the 
words have no meaning. Giving the words that 
interpretation, we would necessarily exclude per 
sons who later came west and were identified as 
Mississippi Choetaws. 

One of the first provisions in the Act of 1902, 
is the definition of the words "nations" and 
"tribes" which are held to mean Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Nations of Indians in Indian Territory. 
At the time these definitions were inserted into 
the treaty, to-wit: In the year 1902, it was well 
known that there would be persons coming from 
Mississippi claiming an interest in the land under 
Article 14, for they are referred to in the 
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same Act. But their rights were then in an imper-
fect state in that they would not be permitted to 
submit proof of continuous residence until the 
expiration of three years from the date on which 
they moved to and established a domicle in the 
Indian Country. We think it is clear that they 
are to be excluded from the term "member" or 
"citizen" for the reason that they were to be given 
limited rights conditioned upon fulfilling the resi-
dence clause. The treaty makers knew that these 
Indians had once been settled with in Mississippi 
and that their ancestors had there received 640 
acres of land for which they then relinquished all 
rights in the country west. There was therefore 
no occasion to include them as members. The 
income derived from the common property after 
allotments were completed, was to be distributed to 
the ' 'members" so that each should receive an 
equal portion thereof, but this could not be applied 
to Mississippi Choctaws for the reason that it was 
originally provided in the Dancing Rabbit Treaty 
that if they ever moved to the Indian Country, that 
they should not share in the annuities. The Act of 
June 7, 1897, seemed to contemplate that if the 
Indians should remove from Mississippi, they would 
not share equally with the members of the tribe in 
that they would not receive annuities. 

Section 41 of the Supplemental Treaty, rati-
fied September 25, 1902, is the basis of whatever 
title a Mississippi Choctaw has in the common prop-
erty of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. The 
Words "entitled to allotment" found in Section 41, 
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definitely discloses what was intended to be given 
to the Mississippi Choctaws. There are only 
three treaties to which reference can be made in 
ascertaining the rights of a Mississippi Choctaw. 
The first is the treaty of September 27, 1830, com-
monly know as the removal treaty. Section 14 of 
that treaty reserves certain privileges to Choctaws 
who desire to remain in Mississippi. The next treaty 
is the so-called Atoka agreement which was sub-
mitted to the vote of the people of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Nations by the Curtis Bill, known as 
the Act of Congress of June 27, 1897. The Atoka 
Agreement itself is silent as to the rights of the 
Mississippi Choctaws, but the Curtis Act contains 
a provision directing the Dawes Commission to pro-
ceed to Mississippi and report to Congress as to 
the persons claiming rights under Article 14 of the 
treaty of 1830. This report was made by the Dawes 
Commission under date of January 28, 1898. 
Another report was made by the Commission to the 
Five Civilized Tribes under date of March 10, 1899. 
Notwithstanding the fact that these reports were 
on file, the Dawes Commission, in March 1902, 
negotiated the supplemental treaty of 1902, which 
outlines the conditions upon which Mississippi 
Choctaws share in the tribal estate. That treaty 
clearly limited the Mississippi Choctaws to allot-
ments by using the language "entitled to allot-
ment". Sections 41 to 44, inclusive, of the Supple-
mental Treaty deal only with Mississippi Choctaws 
and we respectfully submit that a careful examina-
tion of those four sections of the treaty lead to 
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the conclusion that a Mississippi Choctaw received 
only an allotment of land and was nowhere given 
any interest in those properties which were reserved 
from allotment and to which the tribes then had 
title. By the use of the words "entitled to allot-
ment" it could not be assumed that a Mississippi 
Choctaw took an interest in the coal deposits 
aggregating more than 445,000 acres, all expressly 
reserved from allotment and yielding an income in 
the year the Supplemental Treaty was ratified of 
$247,363.55. It would be reasonable to assume that 
if the treaty makers intended that Mississippi Choe-
taws should share in these properties or the income 
therefrom, suitable language would have been 
employed to give them some title thereto. Sec-
tions 41 to 44 of the Act of 1902, will be searched 
in vain for a single word which indicates that 
Mississippi Choetaws were entitled to anything 
other than an allotment of land. 

Instead of reserving rights for the Mississippi 
Choetaws who might be recognized, the Atoka 
agreement directs that the title to the coal and 
asphalt lands shall "remain and be the common 
property of the members of the Choctaw Tribe". 
In the year of 1909, Mr. Cameron, Federal Mining 
Representative, made an appraisement of the coal 
properties and valued them at $12,319,039.00. See 
Report of Commissioners to Five Civilized Tribes, 
June 30, 1910, Page 37, D. Buddrus testified that the 
income from the coal lands has been co-mingled 
with other tribal funds into one general account 
from which per capita payments have been made 
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and that Mississippi Choetaws have received pay-
ents in the same manner and in like amounts 
ith citizens] of the Chodtaw and Chickasaw 

Nations. See Record, Page 32. In our opinion 
there is no word in the Supplemental Agreement 
so definitely defined as the word "allotment". 
Every member of the tribe was entitled to a surplus 
allotment and a homestead allotment. Both together 
were to embrace 320 acres of average allotable 
land. (See Section 11 of the Supplemental Treaty.) 
Sections 12 to 16, inclusive, deal with the restric-
tions imposed upon alienation of the homestead 
and surplus allotments. Sections 17 to 24, inclu-
sive, also deal with the procedure in making allot-
ments, penalties for excessive holding and defines 
the persons for whom allotments may be made and 
finally provides that the certificate of allotment 
shall be conclusive evidence of the right of the 
allottee to the tract of land described therein. 
Approximately four pages of the treaty are devoted 
to the program of allotment which was in sub-
stance a process of partitioning of land among the 
members thereof, giving to each member, or allottee, 
a definite portion of the common domain. Shultis 
vs. McDougal, 170 Federal, Page 529. 

Mr. P. L. Snyder testified that the average 
allotment was valued at $1,028.41. (See record, page 
47.) In the first instance, where reference is made 
in Section 41 of the Treaty of 1902, to the taking 
of an allotment, we assume that it was meant that 
he should take the same acreage and valuation as 
citizens of the tribe, for the language is "entitled 
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to allotment as herein provided for citizens of the 
tribe". In the next section, the language i8 

"receive a patent for his allotment * * and h 
shall hold the lands alloted to him as provided in 

this agreement for citizens of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw Nations". Section 42 of the Treaty 
1902. The language used in this section intends to 
make the lands subject to alienation upon the same 
conditions and subject to the same federal restric-
tions, but in each instance the language used does 
not warrant the assumption that a Mississippi 
Choctaw is being regarded as a citizen nor does 
the language used in these Sections justify the 
slightest inference that a Mississippi Choctaw was 
being given anything other than 320 acres of 
average allotable land, the final title to which, 
would be perfected after three years continuous 
residence, to be approved by the Seretary of the 
Interior. It is also significant to note that even the 
title to the land was in an imperfect condition 
until the continuous residence clause was complied 
with by the Mississippi Choctaws. Blackwell vs. 
Hart, (Okla.) 167 Pac. 325. The full limit of time 
allowed him within which which to make this proof 
was four years. That is to say, September 25, 1906, 
would be the last date within which he could sub-
mit this proof of continuous residence. He took no 
title to his land until proof of continuous residence 
was approved under the rule announced in the 
above mentioned case. 

The words ''entitled to allotment" are words 
of limitation in this connection. They are descrip-
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tive of what an Indian who came under the title 
"Mississippi Choctaw" was to receive in the estate 
or c ommon property of the Choctaw and Chickasaw 
Indians. The allotment of a freedman was to be 40 
acres of the appraised value of $130.00 (See P. L. 
Snyder testimony, Page 47, record.) The Missis-
sippi Choctaw, upon being duly identified, was 
entitled to allotment which meant 320 acres of the 
average allottable lands, or lands of the aggregate 
value of $1,028.41. This is all he was to receive. 
The freedman got 40 acres valued at $130.00. And 
taking as the basis of the title the words "entitled 
to an allotment" one would be as much warranted 
in paying per capita payments to Choctaw Freed-
men allottees as to Mississippi Choctaws. There is 
no language in the Act of 1902, that justifies the 
slightest inference that a Mississippi Choctaw 
takes anything other than allotment of land. Sec-
tion 42 of the Supplemental Treaty, provides that 
he shall after residing for three years on the land 
receive a patent for his allotment". The language 
then is that he shall hold the lands alloted to him 
as provided in this agreement for citizens of the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. In the last sec-
tions of the Supplemental Treaty, to-wit: Sections 
43 and 44, provision is made that if a Mississippi 
Choctaw fails to live upon the land so selected by 
him, he shall be ''deemed to have acquired no 
interest in the lands set apart to him". We think 
the use of the word "land" and the words "entitled 
to allotment" clearly indicate a purpose on the 
part of the Dawes Commission and the tribal repre-
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sentatives to so draft the Supplemental Treaty as 
to give a Mississippi Choctaw an allotment of 
land of the same character, the same valuation and 
subject to the same Federal restrictions as apply 
to members of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations 
In two instances in these sections, reference is 
made to a Mississippi Choctaw as if he is not a 
citizen. In Section 41, the language is "entitled to 
allotment as herein provided for citizens of the 
tribe". In the next section, the language is 
''receive a patent for his allotment as provided in 
the Atoka agreement, and he shall hold the lands 
allotted to him as provided in this agreement" for 
citizens of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations. 
If the treaty had said as provided for other citizens 
of the tribe, it would then be clear that a Missis-
sippi Choctaw was regarded as a citizen and we 
believe the correct interpretation of the treaty is 
that by using the language that was used, the 
treaty makers intended to make it plain that Missis-
sippi Choetaws were not regarded as members and 
were put on the rolls to receive allotments of land 
and nothing else. That the word "allotment" 
could only mean land, is further demonstrated by 
the conditions of reverter embodied in Section 44, 
where it says he and his heirs shall be deemed to 
have acquired no interest in the land set apart to 
him. The word "allotment" has a distinct and 
definite meaning. It occurs frequently in the 
supplemental treaty. It provided the machinery 
by which the lands of the Choctaw and Chicka-
saws were to be divided among the members of 
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the tribe, the Freedman and the Mississippi Choc-
's The property of the Choctaw west belonged 

to them as a tribe. It came to them in exchange 
for lands in Mississippi. It belonged to them in 
ommon The tribal assets consisted of numerous 

townsites, of a large stretch of land lying between 
the Canadian River and the Red River and from the 
Arkansas line on the east to the 100th degree west 
longitude. The tribe owned other properties of 
considerable proportions. Coal lands valued at 
$12,319,039.00, by a government agent, Mr. Cameron; 
schools (about five academies), invested funds, 
large accumulation of funds from the leasing of 
grazing lands, and accumulation of annuities. The 
income from the coal along at the time of the 
treaties of 1898 and 1902, was about $185,000.00 
per year. 

TOWNSITES. 

It was not contemplated that Mississippi Choe-
taws were to share in townsite funds. 

Section 29 of the original Atoka agreement, 
reserves townsites for allotments and provides for 
the appointment of a townsite commissioner by 
each of the two nations and one by the President. 
A separate sub-division is made of townsites. In 
1898 there were numerous towns and cities in the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations and the townsite 
lands, sold as lots for several millions of dollars. 
Report of Commissioner to Five Civilized Ttibes, 
Page 31, year ending June 30, 1910. One of the 
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concluding paragraphs on townsites in the Atoka 
agreement is as follows: 

''The money paid into the United States 
Treasury for the sale of town lots shall be for 
the benefit of the members of the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw tribes, Freedmen excepted, and at 
the end of one year from the ratification of 
this agreement and at the end of each year 
thereafter, the funds so accumulated, shall be 
paid to the Choctaw and Chickasaws, Freed^ 
men excepted, each member of the two tribes 
to receive an equal portion thereof." 

At the time this language was drafted, to-wit, 
June 27, 1898, a Mississippi Choctaw was a person 
for whom no definite provision had been made, 
but in the same Act of Congress in which this 
language appears there is to be found the language 
which we have already quoted, directing the com-
missioner to the Five Cixilized Tribes to proceed 
to Mississippi and determine "the identity of per-
sons claiming rights in the Choctaw lands under 
Article 14 of the treaty between the United States 
and the Choctaw Nation, concluded September 27, 
1830." Certainly Mississippi Choctaws were not 
then in contemplation as persons who wTould ulti-
mately be members and share in these townsite 
funds for the reason that this language directs a 
distribution of townsite funds within one year 
and the commission was given no definite time 
within which to report on persons claiming under 
Article Fourteen. The treaty makers evidently 
believed that those persons claiming under Article 

14 would only take land and had never claimed 
onev and would not have any interest in the 

annual distribution of the funds in that the Indians 
always believed as hereinafter shown that the 
word "annuities" meant the same thing as per 
capita payment, and that while an Indian in Missis-
sippi might finally be admitted to take an allot-
ment he would not be admitted to the full rights 
of membership. The commission to the Five Civil-
ized Tribes reported on the persons claiming under 
Article Fourteen. Two reports were made by the 
Commission, both of which were published. It is 
to be presumed both the tribal representatives 
and the Dawes Commission were familiar with 
them. Notwithstanding these reports, the Dawes 
Commission negotiated with the representatives of 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations in 1902, the 
treaty that passed Congress on July 1, 1902, and 
was ratified by the Choctaws and Chickasaws on 
September 25, 1902, giving to the Mississippi Choc-
taw only an allotment of land on certain conditions. 

UNALLOTTED LAND SALES. 

The Court's attention is directed to another 
reservation, which, in our opinion, is significant 
in determining the rights of Mississippi Choctaws. 
Section 14 of the Supplemental Treaty provides 
that when allotments shall have been completed, the 
residue of lands shall be sold at auction under the 
rules and regulations to be provided by the Secre-
tary of the Interior and the funds paid into the 
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Treasury of the United States "To the credit of the 
Choetaws and Chickasaws and distributed p ^ 
capita as other funds of the tribe". From Nove ] 
ber 21, 1910, to June 30, 1914, according to the 
report of the Commission of the Five Civi]iZeJ 
Tribes, there was sold by the Secretary 0f the: 

Interior, at unallotted land sales in the Choctaw! 
and Chickasaw Nations, thousands of tracts of lanJ 
for which the Secretary of the Interior received 
the aggregate sum of $11,590,612.00. See page 24 
of the report of Commission to Five Civilized 
Tribes, for period ending June 30, 1914. We do 
not understand by what process of reasoning the 
Department of the Interior in the distribution of 
per capita payments ever reached the conclusion 
that persons identified as Mississippi Choetaws and 
"entitled to allotment" could be said to have any 
interest whatever in the distribution of these 
millions of tribal funds, realized from the sale of 
unallotted lands and townsite properties. See 
report of Commissioner of the Five Civilized Tribes, 
Page 24, 1914, for period ending June 30th of that 
year. But the Department of the Interior, according 
to the undisputed testimony of D. Buddrus, Cashier 
of the Union Agency at Muskogee, has used all 
funds from whatever source in making per capita 
payments and Mississippi Choetaws have therefore 
gotten a pro rato share of the townsite money, the 
coal lands and the unallotted lands, all of which 
were reserved from allotment. See Rec. D. Budd-
rus, testimony, Page 28. It was never intended 
that Mississippi Choetaws should share in either 
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the excess land sales or in the townsite money. 
Every word of the Atoka Treaty and of the Supple-

ent'al Treaty and every reasonable inference that 
ould be drawn therefrom, points to the contrary. 

Why distribute that vast sum of money within a 
ear if a large group of people whose rights were 

then undetermined, were to share it? No change 
of this Section of the treaty was ever made in the 
Supplemental Treaty or Act of Congress. 

PROCEEDS OF SALES OF SEGREGATED COAL 
LANDS, MISSISSIPPI CHOCTAWS 

EXCLUDED THEREFROM. 

According to the treaty of 1898, Mississippi 
Choetaws were to receive no part of the proceeds 
of the sale of coal lands. Section 29 of the Atoka 
Agreement, reads as follows: 

"And all coal or asphalt, in or under the 
lands, allotted and reserved from allotment, 
shall be reserved for the sole use of the mem-
bers of the Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribes, 
exclusive of Freedmen." 

This language occurred in an Act of Congress 
of June 28, 1898, and the first Act definitely giving 
the Mississippi Choetaws anything in the domain 
west, was the Act of July 1, 1902, four years and 
two days after Congress had directed that, the coal 
lands be reserved from allotment for the benefit of 
the members of the two tribes. The report of the 
Commissioner to the Five Civilized Tribes for 
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June 30, 1912, Page 21, has the following statl 
ment as to the number of acres reserved as c o ] 
and asphalt lands: 

"Under the provisions of the Act of Oon 
gress approved July 1, 1902, and ratified by 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribes, September 
25, 1902 (32 Stat. 641), the Secretary of tld 
Interior ascertained what lands in the Choc-
taw and Chickasaw Nations were particularly! 
valuable because of their deposits of coal and 
asphalt, and in March 24, 1903, by his written 
order, segregated and reserved same from allot-
ment. The land thus segregated and reserved, 
consists of 445,303 acres." (Report Commit 
sioner to Five Civilized Tribes, June 30 1912 
Page 21.) 

We think it very important for this Court to 
know what the coal lands were paying in revenues 
to the two tribes for the years, during which the 
Mississippi Choctaw claimants (numbering in all, 
24,634, Report of Commissioner to Five Civilized 
Tribes for June 30, 1907, Page 12) were clamoring 
for enrollment. We quote from the statements in 
the report of the Commissioner to the Five Civil-
ized Tribes for the period ending June 30, 1908, 
Page 28, as follows: 

189 9 $110,145.25 
190 0 138,486.40 
190 1 199,663.55 
190 2 247,361.36 
190 3 261,929.84 
190 4 277,811.60 
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190 5 248,428.36 
190 6 251,947.02 
190 7 240,199.23 
190 8 273,196.82 

It is inconceivable that any theory could be 
advanced by which a Mississippi Choctaw was to 
share in either the coal property or the town lots 
for they were expressly reserved from allotment. 
To give the treaty of 1902 any other interpretation, 
is to read into it language which does not appear 
therein. If it be insisted that it was intended to 
give the Mississippi Choctaws an equal right with 
the native Choctaws, in all undivided funds and the 
properties reserved from allotment, we answer by 
saying that no Act of Congress and no traty has 
ever sought to confer upon them such rights. Con-
gress could not have legally accomplished that 
purpose without the consent of the tribes, for it 
would be taking tribal property without the con-
sent of the tribes, but Congress has not conferred 
or even attempted to confer upon the Mississippi 
Choctaws any greater right than is found in Sec-
tion 41 to 44, inclusive, of the Act of July 1, 1902, 
submitted to and ratified by the Choctaw and 
Chickasaw people as a treaty, September 25, 1902, 
as the result of a compromise of a long standing 
controversy. The Sections last above mentioned, 
are not only a part of a contract but they 
constitute the final expression of Congress as to 
the rights of the Mississippi Choctaws after years 
of agitation. In the Act of June 27, 1897, Congress 
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directed the Dawes Commission to the Five Q[M 
ized Tribes to report to Congress as to whether J 
not Mississippi Choetaws are entitled to "all t 5 
rights of Choctaw citizenship, except an interej 
in the annuities", yet Congress in the end did not 
attempt to give the Mississippi Choetaws anything 
more than allotments of land, the title thereto being 
guaranteed to him only as stipulated in the foil 
sections above mentioned and being Sections 41 to 
44, inclusive, of the treaty of September 25, 1902. 

The Supplemental Treaty nowhere says that J 
Mississippi Choctaw is entitled to any share in the 
foregoing properties. It simply and only says he 
shall, after living three years in the Choctaw) 
country be entitled to allotment. If it had notl 
been so intended, language could have been used 
which would give the Mississippi Choctaw not only 
an allotment of land but a distributive share in thei 
tribal property. It could have said, entitled to 
allotment and to a distributive share in the common 
property. Taken by themselves, what do the words 
"entitled to allotment" mean? Do they warrant 
the conclusion that the Mississippi Choetaws were 
entitled to a share in the proceeds of the town lots? 
In the Coal Lands which were producing $185,000 
per year in revenues? In the unallotted lands 
which sold for over $11,000,000.00? We think not. 

SEPARATE ROLLS AS TO MISSISSIPPI 
CHOCTAWS. 

It is significant that in Section 41 of the Act 

July 1 190-> provision is made for the making 
° U s e p a r a t e roll for the Mississippi Choetaws. 

Section above mentioned closes with this state-
,<0ii nf said Mississippi Choetaws so enrolled nient: an ^ 

shall be on a separate roll". The treaty deals 
-ith Mississippi under a separate sub-division. In 

rflo-er vs. Fewell, 22 Federal 2nd, Page 786, the 
Circuit Court of Appeals of the Eighth Circuit 
said that Congress recognized the right of the 
Dawes Commission to fix the status of negroes and 
Indians and that in the making up of a separate 
roll tor negroes "it was clear that they were here 
to be considered as citizens but non-Indians". We 
think the same reasoning applies in this case. 
Mississippi Choetaws were evidently not regarded 
as having the same rights as members, for the 
reason, among others, that they were placed entirely 
upon a separate roll. We quote from Tiger vs. 
Fewell et al, supra as follows: " * * * Because the 
right to share in the tribal lands and property 
depended upon membership in the tribe, when the 
time approached for allotments of such land and 
property to be made, tribal rolls were made up to 
ascertain who were entitled thereto. In each of 
these tribes there were at least two rolls, one 
of these tracing right of citizenship through the 
former slaves, called the Freedmen roll, and one 
tracing such right through the Indian blood, called 
the Indian roll. The determination whether an 
applicant was entitled to any enrollment in the 
tribe, and if so, upon which one of the rolls, was 
vested in the Dawes Commission which, in perform-
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ing such duties, was acting in a quasi judicial 
capacity. * * * However, it would seem that in 
establishing separate rolls for the freedmen, Con-
gress must have some purpose and it is difficult 
to see what that purpose could have been unless it 
was that those on the Freedmen rolls should be 
regarded as citizens of the tribes, but as non-
Indians. Otherwise, all members of the tribe might 
well have been entered upon one tribal roll." 

There was a reason for placing the Mississippi 
Choctaws on a separate roll. It was known that 
about all of those who would come under the full-
blood rule, provided for in the treaty of 1902, had 
received allotments in Mississippi in 1830, or were 
the decendents of patentees of 1830, and no one 
ever claimed full rights for them. Congress had 
refused to confer equal rights on them. Win-; 
ston vs. Amos, supra. 

ROLLS OF CITIZENSHIP. 

The initial legislation with reference to making* 
up the rolls of the Five Civilized Tribes is the Act 
of Congress of June 28, 1898. (30 Stat. 495.) Con-
gress there provided how the rolls should be com-
piled. In referring to Mississippi Choctaws it pro-
vided that the Commission to the Five Civilized 
Tribes should have authority ''to determine the 
identity of Choctaw Indians claiming rights in the 
Choctaw lands under Article 14 of the Treaty of 
September 27, 1830". We invite the Court's atten-
tion to the fact that those persons claiming under 

\rticle 14, were not claiming equal rights with the 
other Indians, but were only claiming rights in the 
Choctaw lands. We think the manner in which the 
rolls were compiled, discloses a purpose to give to 
members not only an allotment of land, but other 
tribal property, whereas in neither the Act of 1902, 
nor the Atoka agreement, has reference been made 
to Mississippi Choctaws in connection with other 
tribal property, but they only give to that class of 
Indians a limited, or conditional right to land, the 
title to which rested on conditions to be performed 
after the rolls of citizenship were completed. 

Section 30 of the Act of July 1, 1902, reads in 
part as follows: "for the purpose of expediting the 
enrollment of Choctaw and Chickasaw citizens and 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Freedmen, the Commission 
shall * * *. The list thus prepared when approved 
by the Secretary of the Interior shall constitute 
a part and parcel of the final rolls of citizens of 
the Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes and Choctaw 
and Chickasaw Freedmen, upon whom allotments of 
land and distribution of other tribal property shall 
be made as herein provided". In speaking of 
Mississippi Choctaws, other tribal property is never 
mentioned. It is our contention that the language 
above quoted is so framed as to exclude the supposi-
tion that Mississippi Choctaws take anything 
except land. They are entitled to allotments— 
nothing else. Nowhere in the Act of 1902, and 
nowhere in the Act of Congress of June 27, 1898, 
is there a single sentence in which a Mississippi 
Choctaw is mentioned as a member or as sharing 
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in other tribal property, but they are referred to 
in that connection as persons for whom provision 
is otherwise made. 

In Section 35 of the treaty of 1902, reference 
is made to "other tribal property". These or 
similar words occur in other sections of the Act. 
In 1900 Act of May 31st (31 Stat. 236) Congress 
gave its interpretation as to what a Mississippi 
was to get under the Atoka Agreement. This act 
was passed before the treaty of 1902 was drafted 
and must have been in the minds of the treaty 
makers wThen the treaty of 1902 was drafted. The 
Act of 1900, supra, said "enrolled by said United 
States Commission to the Five Civilized Tribes and 
by the Secretary of the Interior and 'entitled to 
allotment'." 

CLOSING OF THE ROLLS. 

Section 30 of the Supplemental Treaty, deals 
with the making of rolls of Choctaw and Chickasaw 
citizens and Section 31 creates a citizenship court; 
Section 32 fixes the jurisdiction of the court and 
Section 33 outlines the procedure of the court and 
Section 34 provides for the closing of the rolls, and 
in the last part of Section 34, there is this signifi-
cant language: 

"But the application of no person whom-
soever for enrollment shall be received after 
the expiration of ninety days, provided that 
nothing in this Section shall apply to any per-
son or persons making application for enroll-

ment as Mississisppi Choctaws for whom pro-
vision has herein otherwise been made." 

Mississippi Choctaws could not have been 
brought within the meaning of "members" 0 r ''citi-
zens" under the language contained in the fore-
going section, but they were persons specifically 
excepted by using the language "persons making 
applications for enrollment as Mississippi Choc-
taws, for whom provision has herein otherwise been 
made." They were not to be subjected to any citizen-
ship or membership test for the reason that it wTas 
known that they did not then live in the Indian 
Country and might never come to it. Sections 
34 and 35 in the Supplemental Agreement, under 
the sub-title of ''citizenship roll" and constituting 
the concluding paragraph of the treaty insofar as 
that subject is concerned, are significant. Section 
35 says that no person who does not "appear on 
the rolls as prepared herein shall participate in 
the distribution of the common property of the 
Choctaws and Chickasaws and those whose names 
appear thereon shall participate in the manner set 
forth herein". Under this language, if a Missis-
sippi Choctaw proves up his residence of three 
years, he gets nothing but a patent to land. He is 
not a member. He takes or participates only to the 
extent outlined in the treaty. He is "entitled to 
allotment". Sections 41 to 44, inclusive, of the 
Supplemental Treaty, ratified September 25, 1902, 
will be searched in vain for a single word that 
gives him a dime of the townsite money or a single 
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foot of the excess land or a single acre of coal 
land. Whatever may have been in the minds of 
the Commission authorized to report to Congress as 
to the right of persons claiming under Article 14, 
is is perfecty clear that Mississippi Choetaws had 
no rights whatever to either an allotment or to 
share in the tribal property prior to September 25, 
1902, the date of the ratification of the Supple-
mental Treaty. Such was the ruling of the Indian 
Territory Court of Appeals in Amos vs. Choctaw 
Nation. It is perfectly clear that the inception of 
the title of Mississippi Choetaws is the supple-
mental treaty of 1902. That treaty is not only a 
treaty but is a contract with the tribes by which the 
tribal estate is to be distributed and the tribal lands 
allotted. Looking at the treaty as a whole, we 
must view it as an instrument not only providing 
for an allotment of land to all persons entitled 
thereto, but as an instrument furnishing the basis 
of distribution of the vast amount of other tribal 
property. To say that a Mississippi Choctaw is to 
share in the proceeds of the townsite funds or that 
he is to take an interest in the coal royalties or an 
interest in the excess land, is to assume that he has 
the same legal status as a Choctaw Indian whose 
name appears upon the approved rolls as a member. 
The four sections of the Supplemental Treaty, 
to-wit; Sections 41 to 44, inclusive, deal exclu-
sively with land. They say nothing about other 
property. They provide that after he has made his 
proof of continuous residence as outlined, he shall 
then be entitled to allotment. Section 42 contem-
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plates a final compliance with the residence clause 
and provides that he shall then receive a patent 
to the land but Section 42 says nothing about his 
having any interest in other property. The other 
two sections of the treaty deal with conditions 
which might occur in the event he failed to live 
up to the requirements of the treaty. 

CONSTRUCTION OF SUPPLEMENTAL 
TREATY BY CHOCTAWS. 

That the Choctaw people thought that 
by the treaty of 1902 they were only giving the 
Mississippi Choetaws land, is shown by the testi-
mony heretofore taken in this case. It is not 
contradicted. We ask the Court to consider that 
testimony. It gives the Indian viewpoint. 

Mr. E. P. Hill, an attorney, sixty-five years of 
age, living at McAlester, Oklahoma, who had been 
tribal attorney for the Choctaw Nation from 1907 
to 1912, and who represented the Choctaw Nation 
in defending the Owen suit, which was a claim for 
fees on account of services rendered the Mississippi 
Choetaws, testified that from his studies of the 
laws and treaties relating to the Choctaw Nation, 
and his talks and conversations with Governor 
McCurtain and other officials, including representa-
tives of the Department of Justice in defending the 
above case, his understanding was that the Missis-
sippi Choetaws did not share in the tribal funds. 
(Record page 86.) 
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The testimony of Mr. Culberson, who was one-
half Choctaw by blood, and who was born at 
Skullyville, Indian Territory, being in the eastern 
part of what is now Oklahoma, shows that the 
Choctaws did not consider that they were giving 
the Mississippi Choctaws anything more than an 
allotment of land, when they ratified the supple-
mental agreement. Mr. Culberson was educated in 
Spencer Academy in the Choctaw Nation and at 
Clarksville, Tennessee; his education was provided 
for by the Choctaw Nation, which paid all of his 
expenses. (Record, Pages 91-92.) 

He testified that in the Choctaw government, 
he had been County Clerk of Sugar Loaf County, 
four years, District Clerk of the County, two years 
and Attorney General of the Choctaw Nation two 
years, being Attorney General from 1900 to 1902, 
and that he practiced law in the Choctaw Courts, 
but not in the Federal Courts and was active in all 
public affairs and political controversies relating 
to the Nation and was Clerk of the Commission that 
paid out the leased district money in 1893. (Rec-
ord, Page 93.) 

He testified that the Choctaw government had 
a legislature and system of courts similar to the 
States, the highest court being the Supreme Court 
of the C'hoctawT Nation, composed of three judges 
elected by the people. 

That there were some Mississippi Choctaws 
brought to the Nation by act of the General Council 
of the Choctaw Nation before the act of Congress 

and treaty which provided for bringing in a large 
group. (Record Page 94.) 

His testimony along this line was as follows: 

"A. Well, the Choctaw people, some mem-
bers of the Legislature of the Choctaw Council, 
learned that there were a great many Choctaw 
Indians in Mississippi and some of them were 
related to Indians who were citizens of this 
country, and that the Indians who lived in 
Mississippi were in a destitute condition, and 
it was presented to the council and discussed 
by the council, and it was agreed that if any 
provision could be made whereby these Indians 
that lived back there in Mississippi could be 
brought to this country, or would come here, 
that we had plenty of land and it would be 
nothing but right that they should have a home 
if they would come here. There was a great 
deal of discussion held about it, and it wTas 
finally decided that they could not come; they 
had no means of coming here; they had no 
money and could get no money and they could 
not get here; and Bob Benton, a member of 
the Choctaw Council, from Sugar Loaf County, 
the county where I was at that time, was 
active in proposing a bill to have them brought 
here, and I talked some with him at the time, 
and it was finally decided that the only way 
they could come here would be for the Choc-
taw Council to appropriate money and bring 
them, so there was quite a little wrangling 
about that, and finally the Choctaw Council 
did send Bob Benton and someone else—I 
don't remember who it was at this time—down 
to Mississippi to get a few of those Indians to 
come to this country and get a home, select 
a piece of land and have a home for them-
selves. 
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"Q. What rights did the Mississippi 
Choetaws have here with reference to their 
interest in the common funds of the nation 
prior to the time they were admitted by 
act of the council! 

"A. They didn't have any; they were 
not even citizens of this country. 

"Q. Were they accorded any privileges 
as Choctaw citizens with reference to educa-
tional advantages or other advantages that the 
natives enjoyed? 

"A. No, sir. 
''Q. Do you remember the campaign 

which preceded the ratification of the supple-
mental treaty of 1902? 

"A. Yes, sir. 
"Q. State whether or not is was an issue 

in that campaign as to whether or not the 
Mississippi Choetaws should be given any 
rights in the Choctaw country nad what the 
contentions of the respective parties were? 

"A. Well, there was a division among the 
Choctaw people as to whether they should be 
brought here at all or not or should come here 
or have any rights here." (Record Page 95.) 

He testified that in the campaign which pre-
ceded the ratification of the supplemental treaty 
of 1902, the issue was whether the Mississippi 
Choetaws should be brought in or not. (Record 
Page 96.) 

That the party which favored the ratification 
of the supplemental treaty was called the Tuska-
homa Party and after much discussion in the cam-
paign, it was understood that if the Mississippi 
Choetaws were brought in they would not share 

in the common funds of the tribe because the 
treaty of 1830 provided that annuities should go 
only to residents of this country (Choctaw Nation) 
and that the Curtis Bill strictly stated that the 
annuities should go to the citizens of this country, 
and when the Mississippi Choetaws were to be 
brought here, it was understood by the Choctaw 
Indians that the annuities would go only to the 
citizens who had first emigrated and the decend-
ants of those who had first emigrated to this 
country, and had thereby made themselves the first 
citizens of this country. (Record Page 96.) 

He further testified as follows: 

''Q. Was there any generally accepted 
meaning then applied to the word 'annuities'. 
And if so, what did they include in the word 
'annuities' ? 

"A. Well, the ones that I talked to about 
it, that were members of the council, under-
stood that the annuities was any moneys that 
were distributed among the Indians in common, 
any moneys from any funds. 

"Q. From what sources did the Choctaw 
government derive its income prior to the 
dissolution of the tribal government, in a 
general way? 

''A. Well, they got it from royalties on 
timber, royalties on coal, and some money that 
they got from the interest on invested funds." 
(Record Page 96.) 

He further testified that Green McCurtain was 
the political leader of the Tuskahoma Party and was 
elected governor that year and that the general 
impression of the Choctaw people after ratification 
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of the supplemental treaty, was that the Mississippi 
Choctaws would not share in any moneys of the 
tribe, but would be allowed to allot land and 
make a home for themselves. 

On cross examination by Mr. Jackson, he testi-
fied as follows: 

"Q. The object of the citizens here was by 
reason of tribal legend and relationship with 
the Choctaws who were in an impoverished 
condition, actuated by the feeling of humanity ? 

"A. Yes, sir; the power of blood brother-
hood more than anything else. 

"Q. And your object was to give them a 
place of asylum here where they might find 
land to cultivate and support themselves and 
their dependents? 

4<A. Yes, sir. 
"Q. It was not the intention to permit 

them to participate in your tribal funds that 
had already been accumulated? 

" A . No, sir. 
"Q. You were going to tolerate them sort 

of like your wife's relationship? 
''A.* Yes, sir; didn't want them to starve 

to death." (Record Page 102.) 

The testimony of A. W. McClure, another citi-
zen of the Choctaw tribe, is to the same effect as 
that of Mr. Culberson. Mr. McClure testified that 
he lived in North McAlester and had lived in that 
vicinity for thirty-five years; that he was three-
fourths Choctaw and had lived in the Choctaw 
Nation all his life, which was sixty-eight years. 
That he participated in the affairs of this Nation 
and spoke the Choctaw language, and in the tribal 

government had held the positions of County 
Judge, Prosecuting Attorney, National Weighman 
and Interpreter. (Record Page 106.) 

That in the election which resulted in the 
ratification of the supplemental agreement, he was 
connected with the Tuskahoma Party. That Green 
McCurtain was the candidate of that party for 
governor and was elected. That he translated the 
campaign literature from English into the Choctaw 
language and was connected with campaign head-
quarters and the question of admission of Missis-
sippi Choctaws was an issue in the campaign. 
(Record Page 107.) 

That the attitude of his party was for the 
admission of the Mississippi ChoctawTs. His testi-
mony along this line was as follows: 

"Q. What was the attitude of the party 
as to what rights were to be conferred upon 
the Mississippis if they were admitted and 
enrolled as citizens? 

"A. They would draw land, and if they 
moved here and picked out the lands that they 
should remain here on it, and if they didn't, 
they lost it. 

"Q. What else, if anything, was a Missis-
sippi to receive as a part of the tribal property 
other than what you have mentioned? 

''A. There was no other source mentioned 
about it. 

"Q. Then, if I understand your state-
ment, a Mississippi Choctaw was to receive land 
provided he lived here a certain period of 
time? 

"A. Yes, sir. 
"Q. And nothing else? 
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"A. No, sir. 
"Q Mr. McClure, prior to the ratification 

of the supplemental treaty in 1902, what rights, 
if any, did the Mississippi Indians have when 
they came to this country? 

"A. None. 
"Q. Who owned the common property 

that was out here? . 
"A. They lived like other Choetaws living 

here, if they had any improvements they lived 
011 it is about all. 

"Q State what recognition was given 
them, if any, prior to 1902, as to their right to 
share in the coal funds, and common property, 
etc? 

* "A. There was nothing said about that 
as far as I can remember. . 

"Q How was a Mississippi Choctaw 
admitted to citizenship or allowed to partici-
pate in the tribal property prior to the ratifica-
tion of the supplemental treaty m 1902? 

"A. I think that the council, Choctaw 
Council. j .-in 

"Q. What would the Choctaw Council do, 
Mr. McClure? , „ 

"A. Well, they would make a record ot 
them, taking their names. 

"Q. Of Mississippi Choetaws who came 
from the old country? 

' 'A Yes sir. 
"Q. How would the council act with refer-

ence to them, what would it do ? 
"A Well as near as I can remember, they 

adopted them or permitted them to remain 
here and taken their names and made a record 
of it. 

«Q Mr. McClure, were there any per 
capita ' payments or distributions of tribal 
funds among the Choetaws and Chickasaws, 
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prior to the ratification of the supplemental 
treaty in 1902? 

''A. Yes, sir; I think there was one or 
two. 

"Q. What were they, if you remember? 
"A. That was the net proceeds payment, 

claims that they paid out in 1889 and 1890, 
and the leased district monev." (Record Page 
108.) 

He further testified that the leased district money 
was paid out about 1893 or 1894, and the Choetaws 
did not recognize any rights of the Mississippi Choe-
taws to participate in these funds. That the Choe-
taws in 1902 did not have any general accepted 
meaning as to the word "annuities". That the 
Choetaws had royalties from the coal fund wThich 
was paid out for school purposes. That there wTas 
no understanding that the Mississippi Choetaws 
were to share in the proceeds of the sale of common 
property after allotments had been made. (Record 
Page 109-110.) 

He further testified: 
l'Q. Well, was your understanding the 

understanding that was pervalent throughout 
the nation with reference to the status of the 
Mississippis? 

"A. Yes, sir; that was the understanding 
of the Choetaws, the entire nation. 

"Q. Mr. McClure, what did you have to 
do, if anything, toward interpreting this treaty 
to full-blood Indians in that campaign of 
1902? 

"A. Yes; I translated the English part of 
it into the Choctaw language in phamphlet 
form. 
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«Q. State what you told the full-bloods 
in Choctaw as to what would happen in the 
tribal property so far as giving the Mississippi 
any rights after their enrollment! 

"A Well, that is what i said before 
was about the language that I interpreted or 
told the Choctaws. 

"Q. You told them what? 
"A. Told them that the Mississippi Choc-

taw Indians would come here and get these 
lands, if they remained on it a certain length 
of time it was theirs, and I thought probably 
it would be the best to do that. 

"Q Was the party that you were inter-
preting for, the English into Choctaw, the 
party that prevailed or won in that campaign? 

"A. Yes; they were advocating that the 
Mississippi Indians move here and participate 
in dividing up the land, taking shares 

"Q. What did you tell the full-blood mem-
bers of the tribe as to what interest the Missis-
sippi Choctaws would have, if any, in the 
money if they were enrolled? 

"A I told them that I didn't think they 
would 'be entitled to anything except the 
land. J £ ,x 

"Q " Mr McClure, what percentage ot the 
voting population of the Choctaw Nation m 
1902 were persons who spoke the Choctaw 
language and didn't speak the English lang-
uage, approximately? 

"A. About half, or three-fourths down to 
a half. , a 

"Q. That spoke the Choctaw language.' 
"A. Yes, sir. 
" Q State whether or not the communica-

tions and public documents and the campaign 
literature of the contending parties m those 
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years was usually published in both languages, 
I mean the Choctaw and English? 

"A. Well, not until that year, that was 
the first time that the campaign literature was 
in both languages." (Record Page 110.) 

t 
On cross examination by Mr. Jackson, Mr. 

McClure testified that during the campaign in 
which Governor McCurtain was elected, his politi-
cal and campaign documents were to the effect 
that if he was elected he would use his good offices 
to bring into the territory the Mississippi Choc-
taws. (Record Page 113.) 

That his opponents objected to this because the 
Mississippi Choctaws had selected their land in 
Mississippi and should remain there, and if they 
moved here they would be drawing the land twice. 
That McCurtain was elected by a small majority. On 
examination by Mr. Semple, he further testified 
as follows: 

"Q. Mr. McClure, state just what Gover-
nor McCurtain's attitude in that campaign of 
1902 was with reference to the Mississippi 
Choctaws and what his attitude in general was 
with reference to the ratification of the supple-
mental treaty? 

"A. As near as I can remember that, they 
claimed that the Mississippi Choctaws back 
there wTas our kind of people and our flesh 
and bood and that they should come here and 
it was represented that they were on starvation 
and had no land and were just going from 
place to place, getting work to do for 50 cents 
a day and lots of times they could not get that 
and he thought it would be best to let them 
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remove here and let them share in the land, 
that was about as near as I can remember." 
(Record Page 115.) 

CONSTRUCTION OF TREATY WITH 
INDIANS. 

In this case we invoke the principle often 
announced by this Court and the Supreme Court of 
the United States to the effect that treaties with 
Indians are to be construed as the Indians under-
stood them. 

''The courts will construe a treaty with 
the Indians as the latter understood it." 

Seufert Bros. Co. v. United States, 249 
U. S. 194, 39 Sup. Ct. Rep. 203. 

i 
In another case decided by the Supreme Court 

of the United States, it was said: 
"Agreements between the United States 

and dependent Indian tribes must be construed 
not according to the technical meaning of the 
words to learned lawyers, but according to the 
sense in which they would naturally be under-
stood by the Indians." 

Marlin vs. Lewallen, 276 U. S. 58, 48 Sup. 
Ct. Rep. 248. 

The Choetaws evidently had in mind that the 
removal treaty might not be clear and they pro-
vided for that contingency in the following lang-
uage: 
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Section 18 of the treaty of 1830, provides: 

"And it is further agreed that in the con-
struction of this treaty, wherever well founded 
doubt shall arise, it shall be construed most 
favorably toward the Choetaws." 

Again we quote the United States Supreme 
Court: 

"Doubtful expressions are to be resolved 
in favor of the weak and defenseless people 
who are the wards of the nation, dependent 
upon its protection and good faith. Hence, in 
the words of Mr. Justice M'Lean, 'the language 
used in treaties with the Indians should never 
be construed to their prejudice. If words be 
made use of, which are susceptible of a more 
extended meaning, than their plain import, as 
connected with the tenor of the treaty, they 
should be considered as used only in the latter 
sense'. Worchester vs. Georgia, 6 Pet. 515, 582, 
8 L. ed. 483, 508. See Kansas Indians, 5 Wall, 
737, 760, 18 L. ed. 667, 674. And they must be 
construed not according to their technical mean-
ing, but 'in the sense in which they would 
naturally be understood by the Indians'. Jones 
vs. Meehan, 175 U. S. 1, 11, 44 L. ed. 49, 54, 20 
Sup. Ct. Rep. 1." 

See also the recent case decided by the United 
States Court styled, Carpenter vs. Shaw, U. S. 
Supreme Court Reports, 74 L. ED. 137. 

In Chickasaw Nation vs. United States, this 
Court used the following language: 

"The courts in all controversies between 
the Government and the Indians have adopted 
a theory of interpretation favorable to the 
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tribe-doubts are to be resolved in favor 
of the Indians." 

Chickasaw Nation vs. United States, 22 
Court of Claims, Page 248. 

We think that an analysis of Article 14 of 
the treaty of 1830, in the light of the history which 
brought it into existence, indicates that a Choctaw 
who remained was to have no interest in either land 
or money if he ever moved west. He was 
expressly excluded from sharing in annuities-the 
only common funds then known to the Choetaws. 
But the United States Court held that a Mississippi 
Choctaw had no rights in the domain west unless 
he was re-admitted to the tribe. Jack Amos vs. 
United States, supra. After that decision the Choe-
taws and Chickasaws gave them an allotment. We 
find no word in either of the late treaties that gives 
them anything more than land. That is all the 
Atoka agreement authorized them to apply for and 
that is all they are given in Sections 41 to 44 ot 
the treatv of 1902, supra. The payment to them 
bv the Interior Department of per capita payments 
(proceeds of sales of the Common property) is a 
direct violation of the Atoka Agreement and the 
Supplemental Agreement of 1902, both of which 
directed that these funds be paid out per capita 
to the members of the tribes. If the numerous 
provisions of the Atoka Agreement and the Supple-
mental Agreement giving Mississippi Choetaws 
only land, are s u s c e p t i b l e of doubts, we think those 
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doubts should be resolved in favor of the plaintiffs 
in this case. 

SECRETARY CONCEDES MISSISSIPPI CHOC-
TAWS NOT ENTITLED TO ANNUITIES. 

It must be borne in mind that the report from 
the Secretary of the Interior concedes that Missis-
sippi Choetaws under Article 14, were not to share 
in annuities. See report of February 25, 1932, Page 
155 of the record. But the Secretary in his reports 
construes the word annuities to refer only to sums 
stipulated to be paid to Indians pursuant to the 
treaty of 1830 and prior treaties. Record 157. On 
the other hand, the plaintiffs contend that the 
word "annuities" refers to and includes per capita 
payments or any and all per capita distribution 
of tribal funds. Notwithstanding this report, the 
Department itself has never made any distinction as 
to annuities in the handling of tribal funds, but 
has always treated 4 'annuities" as common tribal 
funds to be distributed in the same manner as other 
funds. For instance, D. Buddrus, Cashier at 
Muskogee, testified: 

QUESTION: Mr. Buddrus, I will ask you if 
there is any accepted interpretation in your office 
of the word "annuity" as applied to the distribu-
tion to natives and Mississippi Choetaws ! 

ANSWER: As far as I am aware, the expres-
sion annuity is just another name for per capita 
payments. See Record, Page 35. 
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Giving the word "annuities" the narrow 
meaning ascribed to it by the Secretary of the 
Interior, but never followed by the Cashier and 
disbursing officers in charge, we would be entitled 
to judgment herein for all amounts paid out to 
Mississippi Choctaws from the so-called annuity 
funds Mr. Buddrus further testified that there 
were no funds designated as annuity funds. Rec-
ord, Page 35. They have no such title for a Choc-
taw account at Muskogee. On the contrary, the 
office has a large book called "Annuity Rolls m 
which it keeps a roll of the persons to whom per 
capita payments are made, dates of payment, place 
of residence and other pertinent information. 

The government has, in the administra-
tion of the laws and treaties, treated per 
capita pavments in the same manner as annuities 
Assuming that this Court should disagree wi h 
us on our principal contention, we are entitled 
to an accounting and judgment in our tavor for the 
pro rata share of annuity funds paid to Mississippi 
Choctaws regardless of the other issues m this 
case The Secretary concedes they were not 
entitled to it and the testimony of the disbursing 
officer is that they have received money m the 
same manner and in like amounts from the same 
common sources as native Choctaws. We ar 
entitled, therefore, to judgment herein m any even 
for some amount and it should be for whate** 
sums, based on the ratio the MississippiCho^aws 
bear to the tribe as a whole, were paid to Missis 
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sippi Choctaws out of what the Secretary calls 
annuity funds. 

SPECIFIC ACTS AND TREATIES VIOLATED. 

Under the terms of our jurisdictional bill, we 
may recover for any money paid from the tribal 
funds to persons in violation of the treaties. We 
point out the following treaties and sections of 
treaties as having been violated: 

(a) Article Fourteen of the treaty of 1830. 
See Appendix. 

(b) The Section in Atoka treaty dealing with 
town lots and directing that proceeds of 
sales of town lots be paid out in one year 
to members. (30 Stat., Page 509.) 
Millions of dollars were paid into the 
Department for sale of town lots. Rept. 
Commissioner to Five Civilized Tribes, 
June 30, 1910, Page 31. 

(c) The section of Atoka Agreement (30 Stat.) 
495-505) directing that revenue from coal 
lands and sales of coal shall be paid to 
members of tribe. 

(d) Last sections of Atoka treaty (30 Stat.) 
stipulating that invested funds be paid 
to members of the Choctaw and Chicka-
saw Tribes per capita. These funds have 
been paid to Mississippi Choctaws along 
with other money coming to the Choctaw 
and Chickasaw Indians. 

(e) Section 14 of the treaty of 1902 (32 Stat. 
641) which directs that the residue of 
lands, after all allotments shall have been 
made, are to be sold and the proceeds of 
the sale paid out per capita to the mem-
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bers of the tribes. Over eleven and one-
half millions of dollars were received 
from unallotted land sales. See Rept. of 
Commissioner to Five Tribes, June 30, 
1914, Page 24. 

( f ) Section 72 of the supplemental treaty 
(32 Stat. 641) directing a distribution of 
$40.00 per capita to the members of the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw tribes. 

(g) Act of April 28, 1904 (33 Stat. 571} 
authorizing townsite payment of $40.00 to 
members. Mississippi Choetaws were not 
members. 

In addition to the specific provisions above set 
forth, we say that every treaty since the treaty of 
1820 down to 1902, contemplated that the tribal 
funds should be held for and distributed to the 
members and that payments to Mississippi Choe-
taws by the Secretary of the Interior of our tribal 
funds is a wrongful use of the funds for which we 
have a right to recover in this case. 

SECRETARY CANNOT TAKE TRIBAL FUNDS 
AND GIVE THEM TO STRANGERS. 

\ 
It is not necessary to enlarge on those eases 

decided by this Court and the Supreme Court of 
the United States, holding that Congress in the 
exercise of the broad plenary powers invested in it, 
cannot take the property of the Indians and give it 
to strangers. But in this case it is not Congress 
that has authorized the tribal funds to be paid to 
strangers. It is the Secretary of the Interior. He 
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has acted without congressional authority—even 
contraiy to the Acts of Congress and treaties. He 
has paid out money from the tribal funds to Missis-
sippi Choetaws in the face of two treaties and Acts 
of Congress directing that these funds be paid to 
members. He proceeded on the mistaken assump-
tion that Mississippi Choetaws are members. If 
Congress had attempted to take the tribal funds 
and disburse them in part to the Mississippi Choe-
taws, the case might stand on a little different 
basis, but Congress embodied the Atoka agreement 
into an Act of Congress. The same is true of the 
supplemental agreement. 

We think these tribal funds, proceeds of sales 
of unallotted lands, townsites, income from coal 
lands, interest on invested funds, were specifically 
reserved for the members and were to be held for 
and paid out to members by a bonded officer of the 
United States. In Cherokee Nation vs. Hitchcock, 
187 U. S. 307-8, the Supreme Court of the United 
States said: 

"There is no question involved in this case 
of the taking of property. The authority which 
it is proposed to exercise, by virtue of the Act 
of 1898, has relation merely to the control and 
development of tribal property." 

Speaking for the Supreme Court of the United 
States, Mr. Justice Vandeventer, in United States 
vs. Minnesota, 270 U. S., Page 201, 70 Law Ed., 
Page 547, said: 
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"Under the constitution, the treaty making 
power resides in the President and Senate and 
when throngh their action a t r e a t y - - ad^and 
proclaimed, it becomes a law of the Umted 
States and the courts can no more go behind 
U in whole or in part than they can go behmd 
an Act of Congress." 

The taking of more than a. million and a half 
of trust funds held for the Choctaw Tribe of 
Indians and giving them to Mississippi Choctaws, 
violates numerous provisions of the Atoka agree-
ment and the supplemental agreement, both of 
which provide that after allotments were made, 
the residue lands and property reserved from allot-
ment be sold and the proceeds paid over to the 
members. The Choctaws had the same right to 
the monev from these properties as they had to a 
patent to their respective individual allotments. 
What was said by the United States Supreme 
Court in Choate vs. Trapp, 224 U. S., Page 672, 56 
Law Ed. Page 941, applies with equal force here. 

Again in the United States vs. Mille Lac Band 
of Chippewas, 229 U. S. 498, 33 Sup. Ct. Rep. 811, 

it was said: 
<' * * * This was clearly in violation of the 

trust before described, and the Indians are 
entitled to recover for the resulting loss^ In 
principle it is as if the lands had been to 
posed of conformably to the Aet of 1889 and 
the net p r o c e e d s placed in the trust fund 
created by Sec. 7, and the government then had 
the money, not for the benefit of the Indmis 
but for some wholly different purpose. That 
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the wrongful disposal was in obedience to 
directions given in two resolutions by Cong 
ress, does not make it any less a violation of the 
trust. The resolutions, unlike the legislation 
sustained in Cherokee Nation vs. Hitchcock, 
187 iJ. S. 294, 3u<, 47 L. Ed. 183, 190, 23 Sup. Ct! 
Rep. 115, and Lone Wolf vs. Hitchcock, 187 
U. S. 553, 564, 568, 47 L. Ed. 299, 305, 307, 23 
Sup. Ct. Rep. 216, were not adopted in the 
exercise of the administrative power of Cong-
ress over the property and affairs of dependent 
Indian wards, but were intended to assert, and 
did assert, an unqualified power of disposal 
over the lands as the absolute property of the 
government." 

The Solicitor General of the United States 
announced the rule which we think applies to the 
instant case, in the brief filed by him in United 
States vs. Minnesota, 270 U. S. 181, in which he 
said: 

"Congress, though it has plenary powers 
to administer the lands of its wards, for their 
benefit, cannot give them away to white men." 

We submit that it is perfectly clear that 
neither the Congress nor the Secretary could take 
this money and give it to the Mississippi Choctaws. 
Congress did not even try to do it. The Secretary 
acted without authority and contrary to treaty 
stipulations. 
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MISSISSIPPI CHOCTAWS ENROLLED PUR-
SUANT TO ACT OF MARCH 4, 1905, AND 

ACT OF APRIL 26, 1905, AND ACT OF 
AUGUST 1, 1914. 

The Act of March 3, 1905 (33 Stat., Page 1048), 
reads in part as follows: 

"That the Commission to the Five Civil-
ized Tribes is hereby authorized for sixty days 
after approval of this Act to receive and con-
sider applications for enrollment of children 
born subsequent to September 25, 1902, and 
prior to March 4, 1905, and who were living on 
said later date, to citizens by blood of the 
Choctaw and Chickasaw Tribes." 

Under the above act the Secretary enrolled 
eleven Mississippi Choctaw children. Report of 
Commissioner to Five Civilized Tribes of June 30, 
1907, Page 13. 

On April 26, 1906 (34 Stat. 137), Congress 
passed another Act identical with the one passed 
in 1905, supra, providing for the enrollment of 
new born children. Under the last act, the Secre-
tary enrolled 187 Mississippi Choctaw children. 
See Report of Commissioner to Five Civilized 
Tribes for period ending June 30, 1907, Page 13. 

In addition to those enrolled under the two 
above named Acts, there were 21 Mississippi Choe-
taws enrolled under the Act of August 1st, 1914. 
(38 Stat. 562.) See also Report of Secretary, Page 
221 of Record. 

Here again we invoke the rule announced by 
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Attorney General Knox, to the effect that the 
giving of allotment to a Mississippi parent does 
not mean the Choetaws agreed to exercise further 
generosity and give an allotment to the child of 
that parent. It is to be borne in mind that Cong-
ress did not specifically direct that any Mississippi 
Choctaw Children be enrolled under the Act of 
1905, supra, or under the Act of 1906 above men-
tioned, but the Secretary erroneously concluded that 
Newborn Children of Mississippi Choetaws had the 
same rights as Newborn Children of members of 
the Choctaw tribe. Even if Congress had specifi-
cally authorized the enrollment of any Mississippi 
Choctaw, we think such action would have been 
contrary to the Supplemental Treaty and that the 
Secretary would have had no legal authority to 
enroll Mississippi Choetaws. 

Our position is that Sections 41 to 45 of the 
Supplemental Treaty furnished the basis on which 
Mississippi Choetaws are entitled to participate 
in the common estate. Only those Indians enrolled 
pursuant to those sections, are entitled to partici-
pate. Neither the Congress nor the Secretary had 
the right to enroll a single Choctaw from Missis-
sippi pursuant to any Act of Congress subsequent 
to the Act of July 1st, 1902, thereafter ratified as 
the Supplemental Treaty. 

We are, therefore, entitled to judgment for at 
least all per capita funds paid to 198 persons 
enrolled as Mississippi Choctaw Newborn Children, 
pursuant to the two Acts of Congress, providing for 
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the enrollment of Newborn Children, and- also to 
judgment for such funds as per capita payments 
as were paid to 21 Mississippi Choctaws enrolled 
pursuant to the Act of August 1st, 1914. 

The persons to whom reference is made above 
are not on the rolls with the consent of the tribes. 
They were put there by the Secretary without the 
consent of the tribes under a mistaken theory that 
they were children of members, but assuming that 
Mississippi Choctaws should be held by this Court 
to have been members, the principle announced by 
Attorney General Knox would apply. The original 
Mississippi Choctaw got his allotment as a gift and 
the giving of an allotment to the father does not 
warrant the assumption that it was also intended 
to give an allotment to the son or to the children 
of such persons. 

AMENDMENT TO PETITION. 
I 

In the beginning we thought the Chickasaw 
Nation had an interest in the amounts sued for 
herein and the case was filed as a joint case, but 
we found after taking testimony of the Chief 
Disbursing officer at the Union Agency at Musko-
gee, Oklahoma, that the Chickasaws had no interest 
in 'the case. We also found that we had not 
correctly set forth the number of persons put on 
the rolls as Mississippi Choctaws and had under-
estimated the amounts paid out as per capita pay-
ment. It developed in the reports from the Secre-
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tary and the Comptroller and in the testimony that 
we were entitled to a much larger sum than that 
for which we sued in the outset, and we ask that 
the pleadings be considered as having been amended 
to conform to the proof and reports. It appears 
from the report of the Secretary, dated February 
25, 1932, that there were 1,660 persons put on the 
final rolls as Mississippi Choctaws entitled to 
allotment and that the total sum of $1,170.00 per 
head has been paid out to such persons as per 
capita payments, or a total of $1,942,200.00. See 
Report of Sec., Page 156 of Record. According to 
the Secretary's figures, our judgment should be for 
the sum last above set out. But the comptrollers 
report, dated June 29th, 1933, set out that during 
the period from July 1, 1906, to June 30, 1929, the 
total sum of $1,741,847.29 has been paid out as per 
capita payments to Mississippi Choctaws. We do 
not know how to reconcile this conflict in amounts 
but we think that the comptroller must not have 
included the 1904 townsite payments. 

CONCLUSION. 

We may in conclusion summarize our conten-
tions as follows: 

First: In the Treaty of 1820, the Choctaw 
Tribe acquired all the lands it ever owned in the 
Western country, now known as the State of 
Oklahoma. 

Second: Under the Treaty of 1830, the Choc-
taw Tribe ceded to the United States all its rights 
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in lands located in the State of Mississippi, con-
sisting of approximately ten million acres, for 
which no consideration was mentioned therein, 
except an annuity of $20,000.00 for twenty years. 

Third: That the Choctaw Tribe removed to 
its Western country as provided in the Treaty of 
1830, except a small number who elected to remain 
in Mississippi and become citizens of that state, 
a greater portion of those came later and were 
accepted into the tribe. 

Fourth: That the remainder sought to claim 
citizenship but refused to remove and locate, and 
thereby forfeited any right they had. 

Fifth: That by Act of Congress, 1893, a Com-
mission was created to secure the consent of the 
Five Civilized Tribes to allotment of their lands 
in severalty. In 1897 an agreement was made with 
the Choetaws and Chickasaws to allot their lands, 
which were held in common, and this agreement 
was amended by congress by providing that said 
Commission should inquire into what rights Choe-
taws then living in Mississippi had in the lands in 
Indian Territory under Article 14 of the Treaty of 
1830. 

Sixth: The Commission sent one of its mem-
bers, McKennon, to Mississippi and after long and 
diligent search, reported that there were only 
seven or eight who were entitled to enrollment, 
under said Article 14. Another Act of Congress 
provided that a roll of full-blood Choetaws should 
be made and this was done, and they were enrolled 
as Mississippi Choetaws. 
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Seventh: In 1902 a supplemental agreement 
was made with the Choetaws and Chickasaws by 
which an equal share in the lands was allotted to 
such Mississippi Choetaws; that is to say, each 
of them was allotted as much land as was allotted 
to the resident Choetaws. No other rights were 
conferred upon them by said agreement. 

Eighth: That said Mississippi Choetaws so 
enrolled, had no interest in the property of the 
Choetaws and Chickasaws, prior to that time and 
only by the generosity of those tribes acquired an 
allotment of land upon which to live. 

Ninth: That nowhere in a treaty or agree-
ment made with the Choetaws and Chickasaws, or 
by any Act of Congress, was citizenship in the 
Choctaw tribe conferred upon them, or any right 
to the common property provided. Any payment of 
funds held in trust by the United States for the 
Choetaws and Chickasaws to these Mississippi 
Choetaws was and is unwarranted by law. 

Our contention we believe sound, equitable and 
just. The United States cannot complain because 
it forced the treaty of 1830 upon the Choetaws, 
and for seventy years those Indians suffered the 
hardships of the frontier, and civilized it. They 
organized a government, improved the lands, placed 
them in cultivation, laid out townsites, encouraged 
railroad building, opened up coal and asphalt 
mines, established schools and churches and had 
Federal Courts, and so improved themselves that 
when Statehood for Oklahoma came, many of them 
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were selected for places of trust and honor. These 
Choctaws and Chickasaws believed that only an 
allotment of land was intended as a gift, not a 
division of all their property, both real and per-
sonal. Is it not more equitable for the United 
States to suffer this loss, than they? 

The plaintiffs, Choctaw and Chickasaw Nations, 
respectfully pray judgment against the defendant, 
United States, for $1,942,200.00, with four per cent 
interest on the respective amounts thereof, as pay-
ments were made in per capita payments to the 
Mississippi Choctaws as shown herein, and all other 
proper relief. 

Respectfully submitted, 
W . F . SEMPLE, 
JOHNSON & MCGILL, 

Attorneys for Plaintiff. 
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APPENDIX A. 

(All of Section XIV of the Treaty of Septem-
ber 27, 1830, 7 Stat. 333.) 

Each Choctaw head of a family being desir-
ous to remain and become a citizen of the States 
shall be permitted to do so by signifying his inten-
tion to the agent within six months from the ratifi-
cation of this treaty, and he or she shall thereupon 
be entitled to a reservation of one section of" six 
hundred and fifty acres of land, to be bounded by 
sectional lines of survey; in like manner shall be 
entitled to one-half that quantity for each unmar-
ried child which is living with him over ten years 
of age, and a quarter section to such child as may 
be under ten years of age, to adjoin the location 
of the parent. If they reside upon said lands, 
intending to become citizens of the States, for 
five years after the ratification of the treaty, in 
that case, a grant in fee simple shall issue; said 
reservation shall include the present improvement 
of the head of the family or a portion of it. Per-
sons who> claim under this article shall not lose 
the privilege of a Choctaw citizen, but if they 
ever remove are not entitled to any portion of the 
Choctaw annuity. 

APPENDIX B. 

(Applicable Portion of Act of June 7, 1897, 
30 Stat. 83.) 

That the Commission appointed to negotiate 
with the Five Civilized Tribes of the Indian Terri-
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tory shall examine and report to Congress whether 
the Mississippi Choetaws nnder their treaties are 
not entitled to all the rights of Choetaw Citizen-
ship except an interest in the Choctaw Annuities. 

APPENDIX C. 

(Applicable Portion of Act of June 28, 1898, 
Curtis Act, 30 Stat. 495.) 

Said c ommiss ion shall have authority to deter-
mine the identity of Choctaw Indians claiming rights 
to the Choctaw lands under article fourteen of the 
treaty between the United States and the Choctaw 
Nation, c onc luded September twenty-seventh, eigh-
teen hundred and thirty, and to that end they 
may administer oaths, examine witnesses, and per-
form all other acts necessary thereto and make 
report to the Secretary of the Interior. 

No person shall be enrolled who has not hereto-
fore removed to and in good faith settled in the 
nation in which he claims citizenship: 

Provided, however, that nothing contained m 
this Act shall be so construed as to militate against 
any rights or privileges which the Mississippi 
Choetaws may have under the laws of or the 
treaties with the United States. 

APPENDIX D. 

(Applicable Portion of Act of May 31, 1900, 

31 Stat. 221.) 
That said Commission shall continue to exer-
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cise all authority heretofore conferred on it by law. 
But it shall not receive, consider, or make any 
record of any application of any person for enroll-
ment as a member of any tribe in Indian Terri-
tory who has not been a recognized citizen thereof, 
and duly and lawfully enrolled or admitted as such, 
and its refusal of such applications shall be final 
when approved by the Secretary of the Interior: 
Provided, That any Mississippi Qhoctaw duly 
identified by such by the United States Commis-
sion to the Five Civilized Tribes, shall have the 
right, at any time prior to the approval of the 
final rolls of the Choctaw and Chickasaws by the 
Secretary of the Interior, to make settlement within 
the Choctaw-Chickasaw country, and on proof of 
the fact of bona fide settlement, may be enrolled 
by the said United States Commission and by the 
Secretary of the Interior, as Choetaws entitled to 
allotment: Provided further, That all contracts 
or agreements looking to the sale or incumbrance 
in any way, of the lands to be allotted to said 
Mississippi Choetaws, shall be null and void. 

APPENDIX E. 

(Applicable Portion of Act of July 1, 1902, 
32 Stat. 641.) 

Provided, That nothing in this section shall 
apply to any person or persons making application 
for enrollment as Mississippi Choetaws, for whom 
provision has herein otherwise been made. 

Section 41. All persons duly identified by the 
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Commission to the Five Civilized Tribes under the 
provisions of section 21 of the act of Congress, 
approved June 28, 1898 (30 Stat. 495), as Missis-
sippi Choctaws, entitled to benefits under article 
14 of the treaty between the United States and the 
Choctaw Nation, concluded September 27, 1830, 
may, at any time within six months after the date 
of their identification, make bona fide settlement 
within the Choctaw-Chickasaw country, and upon 
proof of such settlement to such Commission, 
within one year after the date of their said indenti-
fication as Mississippi Choctaws, shall be enrolled 
by such Commission as Mississippi Choctaws 
entitled to allotment as herein provided for citizens 
of the tribes, subject to the special provisions herein 
provided as to Mississippi Choctaws, and said 
enrollment shall be final when approved by the 
Secretary of the Interior. The application of no 
person for identification as a Mississippi Choctaw, 
shall be received by said Commission after six 
months subsequent to the date of the final ratifica-
tion of this agreement and in the disposition of such 
applications, all full-blood Mississippi Choctaw 
Indians and the decendents of any Mississippi 
Choctaw Indians, whether of full or mixed blood, 
who received a patent to land under the said four-
teenth article of the said treaty of eighteen hund-
red and thirty, who had not moved to and made 
bona fide settlement in the Choctaw-Chickasaw 
country, prior to June twenty-eighth, eighteen 
hundred and ninety-eight, shall be deemed to be 
Mississippi Choctaws entitled to benefits under 
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article fourteen of the said treaty of September 
twenty-seventh, eighteen hundred and thirty, and to 
identification as such by said Commission, but this 
direction or provision shall be deemed to be only a 
rule of evidence and shall not be invoked by or 
operate to the advantage of any applicant wTho is 
not a Mississippi Choctaw of the full blood, or who 
is not the descendent of a Mississippi Choctaw who 
received a patent to land under said treaty, or who 
is otherwise barred from the right of citizenship 
in the Choctaw Nation, all of said Mississippi Choc-
taws so enrolled by said Commission shall be upon 
a separate roll. 

Section 42: When any such Mississippi Choc-
taw shall have in good faith continuously resided 
upon the lands of the Choctaw and Chickasaw 
nations for a period of three years including his 
residence thereon before and after such enrollment; 
he shall, upon due proof of such continuous bona 
fide residence, made in such manner and before 
such officer as may be designated by the Secretary 
of the Interior, receive a patent for his allotment, 
as provided in the Atoka agreement, and he shall 
hold the lands allotted to him as provided in this 
agreement for citizens of the Choctaw and Chicka-
saw nations. 

Section 43A: Applications for enrollment as 
Mississippi Choctaws, and applications to have 
land set apart to them as such, must be made per-
sonally before the Commission to the Five Civil-
ized Tribes. Fathers may apply for their minor 
children; and if the father be dead, the mother may 
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apply; husbands may apply for wives. Applica-
tions for orphans, insane persons, and persons of 
unsound mind may be made by duly appointed 
guardian or curator, and for aged and infirm per-
sons and prisoners, by agents duly authorized there-
unto by power of attorney, in the discretion of 
said Commission. 

Section 44: If within four years after such 
enrollment, any such Mississippi Choctaw, or his 
heirs or representatives, if he be dead, fails to 
make proof of such continuous bona fide residence 
for the period so prescribed, or up to the time of 
the death of such Mississippi Choctaw, in case of 
his death after enrollment, he, and his heirs and 
representatives, if he be dead, shall be deemed to 
have acquired no interest in the lands set apart 
to him, and the same shall be sold at public 
auction for cash, under rules and regulations pre-
scribed by the Secretary of the Interior, and the 
proceeds paid into the Treasury of the United 
States to the credit of the Choctaw and Chickasaw 
tribes, and distributed per capita with other funds 
of the tribes. Such lands shall not be sold for 
less than their appraised value. Upon payment 
of the full purchase price, patent shall issue to the 
purchaser. 

APPENDIX F. 

(Applicable Portion of Act of April 26, 1906, 
34 Stat. 145.) 

That heirs of deceased Mississippi Choetaws 
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who died before making proof of removal to and 
settlement in the Choctaw country and within the 
period prescribed by law for making such proof, 
may, within sixty days from the passage of this 
act, appear before the Commissioner to the Five 
Civilized Tribes and make such proof as would be 
required if made by such deceased Mississippi 
Choetaws; and the decision of the Commissioner to 
the Five Civilized Tribes shall be final therein, 
and no appeal therefrom shall be allowed. 




